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Yehuda Amichai (fourth from the right) and his friends· at the
Sidney Harmon poetry reading. Other poets and colfeg'uesz-ead
Amichai poems since he lost his voice that day. Story page 4.
Library to Open 24 Hours
Jerry Springer
An Interview with the Ringmaster






What was scheduled to' be a City
Council meeting on the economic
'impact of the City University of New
York on New York City turned out to.
resemble a support session for open
admissions and remediation. The
Nov. 18 meeting in .the Council
Chambers of City Hall was presided
over by Helen M. Marshall, chair-
woman for the Committee on Higher
Education.
After hearing testimony from
experts in the fields of labor, indus-
t~ and education, it was apparent
that the underlying message was the
need for the City Council to do
·-.--everything in its-power to overturn
recent rulings that will phase out
remediation on many CUNY cam-
puses. "The mandate of the City
University of New York was, and
still is, to educate all," Marshall said
in her opening comments.
Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., the for-
mer President of Bronx Community
College, used his allotted time to
press the committee to use whatever
political clout they have to reverse
the trend of ending remediation at
. CU'NY~" 4Ending -remediation}" is an
attempt to raise standards, -but it
actually lowers standards," Brown
said. According to a representative
from the Comptrollers O:ftiee_. ,
approximately one-half of etiNY
students are foreign born. Brown
explained that many .of these stu-
dents come to Baruch with strong
skills in one discipline, but are weak
in another. He believes that by end-
ing remediation, colleges are deny-
ing entrance to some of its most tal-
ented potential _students. Marshall
agreed, saying, "Clearly, this policy
attacks the most exclusive [stu-
dents]."
Dr. James P. Murphy, a member of
CUNY's Board of Trustees for 21
years (and chairman for 16 of those
years), noted that he cast a dissent-
ing vote for phasing out remediation.
Murphy cited a study by David E.
Lavin and David Hylle, which,
drawn out over a 25-year period,
showed that more than one-half of
CUNY students who entered under
open admissions received, a bache-
lor's degree. This was dramatically
higher than a previous study that
reported only one-third receiving a
bachelor's degree. Murphy suggest-
ed that instead of attacking remedi-
ation, a closer look at N.Y.'s public
schools is in order. "Remediation' in
CuNY has been necessary over the
past 25 years because the public
schoolaareturnmg out ilt~- ..
students," he said. Murphy then
made a plea to the committee for
more funds, saying, "CUNY has
been grossly under funded by the
city and the state."
Phasing out remediation in eol-
continued on page 27
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the new movie. Springer's humble
nature and nonchalant attitude
toward his success was quite sur-
pnsmg.
Spaceman Sy: Jerry, I've got to say,
I'm a huge fan of yours.
Sy: Hey! (laughs) Congratulations
on your completing your first film.
Jerry: Well thanks! It was a lot of
fun to do.
after-hours is·~·.the' policy may
expand and perhaps become penna-
nent, according to Downing.
Last semester, The Ticker made a
request to the library and to then
Provost, Lois Cronholm (after numerous
students expressed desire for an
overnight study area in school), to have
the library open for 24 hours, but the
Media Center was open instead. This
semester, the Day Session Student
Government has followed up, and
Druvesh Bechu, vice-president ofDSSG,
-came through on one of his campaign
promises to open the library for 24 hours
during finals.
"Sy: I understand that it's a fictional
account of what happens on the
Jerry Springer Show. Tell me,
was it different-working with actors
Jerry Springer: (laughs) Oh my,
. you poor thing!
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By Spaceman Sy
Your daughter did what with your
husband? Your best girlfriend is 'try-
ing to steal your man? Only one man
can remedy such situations: Jerry
Springer, the ringmaster himself.
.November is a busy month for
Springer, talk' show giant and
American icon. . Besides his many
videos, fans may now blow their cash
on Springer's new book,
Ringmaster. This somewhat auto-
biographical work gives fans arid
critics a behind-the-scenes look at
the making of the Jerry Springer
Show.
That's not all, however. Springer is
set to unveilhis big screen debut in
Ringmaster, the .movie. The film,
unlike the book ofthe same title, is a
fictional account of one particular
Springer episode. Springer was kind
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The main floor ofthe Newman Library
at 25th street will open for 24 hours dur-
ing the last two weeks of this semester.
Only Baruch College students will be
allowed to stay after midnight and " stu-
. dents should be prepared to show their
J.D.," according to Arthur Downing, chief
librarian. Security officers will regularly
make the rounds to check identification.
In addition, the cafeteria on the first
floor of the library building will also be
available.to students.
- '-'ltJI~U--~OCr:tE,.U--· -'" -.---- ----.. ~ -ThiSnew policybegins-on Dee. Ii and-
ends Dec. 22, according to Downing.
If attendance at the library during
3
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In its opening conference in May
1997, with the theme, "Inter-Group
Relations and Public Policy," the
Center held two panel discussions
and heard from Reverend James P.
Morton, Dean Emeritus of Cathedral
St. John the Divine and president of
the Interfaith Center of New York.
A broad theme of the first confer-
ence was business 'and its role in
promoting coexistence, and more
specifically on the state of affirma-
tive action after charges ofracial dis-
crimination were lev-eled against
Texaco. Included in the panel" were
representatives from The Chase
Manhattan Bank (who cosponsored
the conference) and NYNEX. "The
id-ea is to bring [businesses] in and
make them a part of the Baruch
experience," said White.
The second annual conference,
held May 5, 1998, dealt with the
theme, "Institutional Responses to
Conflict in the Community," and
expanded to three panel discussions,
bringing together leaders in the aca-
demic, business, political and reli-
gious comrmmrties: Among the dis-
cussions were the complexity of
policing communities in a multicul-
tural society. The assembled panel
included, among others, Wilbur L.
Chapman, Chief of Patrol for the
New York City Police Department,
and Hon. Milton Mollen, Chair of the
police watch group, the Committee
to Investigate Allegations of Police-
Corruption.
The coexistence project obtained
its initial funding with an endow-
mentfrorn the proceeds of ~ tribute
to Baruch alumnus, Leonard Marks.
White, ,in turn, was hired by the
School of Public Affairs to direct the
program. In addition, White teaches
conflict mediation to graduate stu-
dents.
.
dents and professionals, including
Guillermo Linares, a member of the
New York City Council, and Somini
Sengupta, a New York Times immi-
gration reporter.
Noting the importance of this
workshop, White'"warned, "There is
not a lot of tolerance in this society
for immigrants." One question that
will be addressed is why immigrants
often do not participate in American
civic culture, such as voting.
In future events, the Coexistence
Center will conduct a second work-
shop on Feb. 25, 1999, titled,
"American Civic Culture: Values,
Myths and Realities," and will hold
its annual conference on April 13,
1999. In addition, Interim President
Lois Cronholm announced
"Coexistence Day," on May 13, 1999.
On this day, all classes will suspend
their normal routines, and discuss
ideas of coexistence and related
themes.
Although the Coexistence Center
has made great strides in its short
existence, White still has worries,
most notably with funding. ' The
Center has many ambitious pro-
grams it would like to implement,
such as the student peer assistant
training program. "We are trying to
get it funded," said White. "We've
had a couple major turn downs, but
we're still at it."
White would also like to see a
scholar-in-residence program in; con-
nection with the Coexiste~
but admits that such a {program is
not in the immediate works. He
noted, however, that the Center 'has
made a concerted effort in lieu of a
scholar-in-residence. "What we have
done is to bring in scholars," said
White, referring to such honored
guests as Yaakov Iram, Professor of
Education at Bar-Han University in
Israel, who lectured at Baruch last
month.
Bridge Majors: Liberal Arts and Business Combo
By Shan-san Wu "We pretty much guarantee a job increases the student's marketabili-
Opportunities for students inter- after you graduate with a degree in ty and makes the graduate stand out
ested in finding ways to combine a one of our Arts Administration pr~ amidst the tens of thousands of busi-
liberal arts degree with a business grams," said Reusch. ness and liberal arts majors who
specialization in their major were The other representatives were graduate from colleges each year.
explored on Thursday, Nov. 12, in similarly optimistic about career Internship opportunities are also
the fourth of a series of events host- opportunities for graduates of their plentiful for bridge majors. With an
ed by the Placement Office for Arts respective bridge programs. "If you internship required for all bridge
and Sciences Students. Department can shake a hand and represent programs, Heyman stressed the
Representatives from Fine, . , • importance of using
and Performing Arts, 'We pretty much guarantee a Job after you internships for net-
Journalism, Music, Speech graduate with a degree in one ofour Arts working opportuni-
and Theater spoke to Ad · ... " ties, as well as for
approximately 20 students mznzstratzon programs. . b .JO expenence.
about specific majors offered by their yourself well, you will get a job," said Specific bridge majors introduced
departments. Their aim was to Denise Patrick, a representative of at the event included: Business
inform liberal arts students of the the Speech Department. -Journalism; Business
option to combine an interest-based Also discussed was the uniqueness Communication, with specialization
liberal arts degree with business of bridge majors at Baruch, as in Graphics or Speech; Arts
credi~ to cre~te, wh~t ~e PASS opposed t:o degrees in only business Administration, with specialization
office calls, "bridge majors. or the liberal . arts. Dr. Wendy in Theater and Visual Arts;
According to Johann Reusch, rep- Heyman, director of the PASS Office, Management of Musical Enterprises
resentative of the Theater and noted that bridge majors were the and Corporate Communication.
Visual Arts Department, careers in "jewel of Baruch," and that the rela- However, it was emphasized that
the liberal arts, bridged with busi- tively low number of students students could also create their own
ness, applications, are extremely enrolled in these programs allowed specialized' versions of bridge
"under explored," and that bridge bridge majors much more individu- majors. All interested students
majors allow students to "combine alized attention and increased facul- should visit the PASS office located
their passions ~t? a strong b~si- ty. and a?visor acce~si?ility. For at 17 Lexington Avenue, in room
ness background, instead of havmg bndge .maJors, the ratio 18 one facul- 1504, for more information about all
to choose between the two. Reusch ty advisor for ev~ry 60-7~dents, available bridge programs· and
also addr~sed a co~on con~rn of as opposed to ratios of 1 fa~ty advi- details on how to create a personal-
students mterested m the liber~ sor for every 500. s~de.nts ~ other ized bridge program.
arts, but unsure ofcareer opportuni- programs. Specialiaation In busi-
ties a liberal arts degree will offer. ness, added to any liberal.arts major,
c,..
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According to 1990 statistics from
the U.S. Bureau of the Census, 28.4
percent of the population of New
York City is foreign born. Similarly,
Baruch College, of the City
University of New York, has one of
the most diversified student bodies
of any school of higher learning in
the United States. Together, these
attributes make Baruch an ideal
institution .to raise issues of toler-
ance, and to facilitate dialogue
between diverse people and groups.
Enter Douglas M. White, director of
the Coexistence Center at Baruch
College.
The stated mission of the center is
to be a leader regarding "issues sur-
rounding racial, ethnic and religious
diversity and equity," as well as
being an initiator of the "formation
of constnictive public policy." Since
its inception in 1996, the
Coexistence Center has worked
alongside an extensive" advisory
board consisting of business, educa-
tional, political, religious .and social
leaders in the community.
In keeping with its goals and
agenda, the Coexistence Center has
hosted panel discussions, brought in
distinguished lecturers and moder-
ated dialogue between groups dis-
seminated across vast ideological
plains.
The Coexistence Center's next
project will be on Dec. 2, 1998, when,
in conjunction with The New York
Chapter of The American Jewish
Committee, it will host a workshop'
entitled, "Immigrants, Identity and .
American Civic Culture." The
keynote speaker will be Dr. Philip
Kasinitz, Professor of Sociology at
Hunter CoHege and the Graduate
Center CUNY, and an expert on
international migration. In addi-
tion, there will be a round-table dis-




An economic crisis that has made
inflation hit 35 percent and the
Zimbabwe dollar plummet by
more than 60 percent is causing
nationwide strikes and violence.
Anned mobs reportedly attacked
white farmers and .last week, 841 _
of them received notices that the
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\ You'ltbe pleasantly surprised byhow much caryou'll get for your money with
\\ Daewoo. That's because each ofourcars comes well-equipped with features
\ others may consider options. And, since each car has just one price, there's
" no sales pressure. Nohassle. It's easy.
OUr 3 Day Test 8Itue.
We know you can't geta real feel for a carfrom just a 10minute testdrive.
That's why we letyou borrow a Daewoo for up to three dayst with
unlimited mileage. Take it to thecity. Take it to thecountry. Take it around
campus andshow it offto your friends.
....Got yOu Cftered.
Each one ofouramazingly reliable andcomfortable cars is sowell-built,
we can cover them for thefirst 3 years or 36,000 milestt
on all regular scheduled maintenance. Even oil and
wiper blades are included.
,Ev.B ......... Road.
You'll also get Daewoo Priority Assistance (24-hour
roadside assistance) for the first 3 years or 36,000
miles should you need it.
Click .. ' "
. *"campus MCI.
To make it even easier, you can even take a look atall ofthe
new Daewoos and getdetailed information onourwebsite. How's that
for convenient? Just click andgo.Or learn more 'about Daewoo bystopping
byany Daewoo Store or talking to a Daewoo Campus Advisor.
We'll show you how you can get: a lana car for a little dough.
: Daewoo. A new car. A new experience.
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587 E. Jericho Turnpike,
(516) 979-0111
To qualify. just use your campusMCI Caret-or school
sponsored telephone service.* For every $10 worth of
calls. you get one chance to win. The more you call,
the better your chance to winl The contest runs
through December, so keep calling all semester long.
The campusMCre Hummer- is coming to campus soon.
Check it out for your chance to win great prizes,
including Cannondalee mountain bikes, Rollerbladelll
Viabladelll Parkway in-line skates. skateboards (provid-
ed by Tum Veto). Vew-doe balance boards. Cdnow
prize packs and morel (We're giving tNl8y' everything
but the Hummerl)
The campusMCI Card is 8 Communication 10tSM no-
brainer for staying connected to family, friends and the
world. Now it can connect you to awesome prizes tool










~1998 Daewoo Motor AmerICa. Ire "Base Lanos S$8.999- lanosSX stXWIlS $11.669,Base t«Jbira SX $12.500. NlbraCOX shown 1S$13.810. Base Leganza SE
$14.7911 Leganza COX shown IS$18.91 O. Prices are 1999MSfP, induding $250destiJatbl charge, as 019198. All car pnces exclude taxes, 1K:ense. title, optional
equipment. document preparation, regiStratiOn. fina,.;e charge andsmog fee (Y.tlere~,
_• No mileage restnetJon. driver must be18 yealS ofage orOlder With a valid drivers license and IJOOf 0I1flSUraClCe.~ all driVers wiD qualify for1tle test drive See store
tosee ifyou qualify Store may have fimiled amount 01 cars available for our three &t1I testdrive Residency restricliOOS apply, Umted timeoffer. SeeDaewoo store Iei'
"details •. Warranty and program maJnten:.lnce details ClValIable atourDaewoo stores.
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"[An] opportunity to do
professional develop-
ment in a way that we
don't typically have in
the City University."
"opportunity
to do professional development in a
way that we don't typically have in
the City University." She even
pointed out some "glitches," such as
some people not showing up, but
added that these problems "are all
part of the learning process, because
it gives [them] an opportunity to
know where [they] need to work
with students to get them to think
through what it means to have pro-
fessional responsibilities." Seron
then introduced William Newman
('47) as "the person who made all of
this possible." She added that
Newman was the type of person she
liked to work with because he "puts
students first and foremost in the
development of a program."
William Newman, along with his
wife, Anita, are the donors of the
Steven L. Newman Institute for
Real Estate and Metropolitan
Development. Newman thanked
organizers and remarked that for-
mal training is very valuable for
students, although he himself had
virtually "walked" into the industry,
since his father was already estab-
lished, adding humorously that his
investment in the program was out
of "guilt." ,
Joanne Wittlin was next to-the
podium, thanking those who made
the "Mentor for a Day" program pos-
sible, as well as acknowledging
members of the YMlWREA Boards
of Trustees and Governors. Then it
was time for the mentors and pro-
teges to share experiences. "The
most important thing about this
day is listening to everybody's expe-
rience.sand hearing what students
thought they were going to see and
what their experiences turned out to
be," said Wittlin.
As students and mentors volun-
teered, or were playfully coerced to
stand up and detail their day on the
job, it became obvious that their
experiences as a whole were very
positive. Mentors seemed very
impressed with their student
assignees, and the students
appeared impressed and inspired by
their professional counterparts.
One student, Henry Nelson, said,
"One of the things I didn't under-
stand [was] how many things people
in this have to do in so little time."
"It was wonderful," Nelson added.
Caleb Kopel, chairperson of the
YMlWREA board of government,
agreed and added, "We are running
so fast all the time that we forget to
stop and think what we're doing."
They are doing a lot, as any of the
proteges would probably attest.
They.all seemed to have very busy
mormngs, yet still thirsted for more,
as a few students congregated
around William Newman after the
event to glean some wisdom.
Newman provided insight and anec-
dotes, as he spoke about his early
years in the field. He stressed that
students should first get jobs with
firms where they can learn about
the "bricks," the physical side of the
profession, to get. a "good foundation
and build from the ground up."
------------- ------




By Rasani Gittens working together. It was a chance
On the morning ofNov. 12,25 Real for the pairs to share their experi-
Estate majors got a hands on feel for ences of the day, as well as an oppor-
their future careers. In the "Mentor tunity for the students to make a few
for a Day" program, each student connections for the future, while
was assigned to having a
one professional I g 0 u r met
in the field for an It became obvious that their meal of
active look at the experiences as a whole were, chi eke n
real estate pro- • • breast or
fession. very positioe. roast beef,
Sponsored by yellow rice
the Young Men'slWomen's Real and squash.
Estate Association, this second Henry Lowman, director of the
annual event was a good way for stu- Steven L:Newman Institute for Real
dents pining for a BS in Real Estate Estate and Metropolitan
and Metropolitan Development to Development, and host of the cere-
see the other side of their books, the mony, introduced the program,
practical applications of what they thanked key organizers and plugged
learn in class, something no text future events of the Newman
could reveal. Institute. Lowman then yielded the
A luncheon was held in the 7th floor to Carol Seron, the Dean of the
Floor Conference Center at the 25th School of Public Affairs.
street building after the mentors Seron spoke of the mentor for a day
and proteges had spent the morning program, saying that it gives an
..
_Real Experienc~for Real Estate Majors
Fall '98 Sidney Harmon Writer-in-Residence, Yehuda
Amichai, raises his glass at the poetry reading last month.
By Bryan Fleck and is a trustee of the Martin Luther
Roslyn Bernstein, director of the King Center for Social Change.
Sidney Harman Writer-in- Considering Harman's vast body of
Residence Visiting Professorship activism, it is not surprising that he
program, is enthusiastic about what would contribute to his alma mater.
this new program offers Baruch It would appear to be surprising,
College. As a result of the residency, however, that Harman, a successful
poets, playwrights, novelists, jour- businessman, would decide to con-
nalists, essayists or critics will come tribute to a writer-in-residence pro-
to the campus to create what gram.
Bernstein calls "a lively literary Bernstein recalled first meeting
salon," for students and faculty. Harman after he gave a talk at a
The program, funded by alumnus Baruch Business Forum. Instead of
Sidney Harman ('39), began this talking about business, Harman
semester with distinguished poet, drew upon his love of literature.
- Yehuda Amichai. "He surprised
Master classes and Considering Harmon's us all by quoting
workshops are vast body of activism, many literary
offered to qualified sou r c e s "
students, giving it is no~rising Bernstein said.
them additional that he would con- "He spoke about
opportunities to tribute to his alma the fact that
learn from profes- there has to be
sionals in the vari- mater. an integration of
ous writing fields. the arts and sci-
In addition, the writer-in-residence ences and business."
will give readings for the Baruch The spring 1999 Sidney Harman
community, as well as readings open writer in residence will be Tony
to the general public. Kushner, the celebrated American
Harman, chairperson and CEO of playwright. Kushner has received a
Harman International Industries, Pulitzer Prize for drama, two Thny
Inc., is, and has been, involved in awards, an Obie Award and a
numerous educational programs. Whiting Fellowship. Kushner will be
Harman is the founder of the the writer in residence for the month
Program on Technology, Public of March, discussing such themes as
Policy and Human Development at "political theater," and he will be giv-
the John F. K~nnedy School of ing a college-wide reading from a
Government at Harvard University; work in progress.
.... r ."'~.' •• """""'~I•• ,;. .... t
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cation skills that help you in. the
future. Personal growth, involve-
ment, leadership -and good eommu-
mcation, blended with academic
work all melt together to make a
better person. All of these qualities
are needed to succeed and stand
out throughout your college years.
Baruch has over 100 clubs stu-
dents can become members of,
many volunteer activities to take
part in, part-time job opportunities
and many internships to apply for.
Clubs range from ethnic, to aca-
demic; sororities and fraternities,
national honor societies and an
active student government. There
are many to chose from. Take a
pick, take part in one or two.
Around the campus there are
many offices that are there to help
you become involved and can help
prepare your own unique academic
package. "Students need to take
full advantage of what Baruch has
to offer," said Dean Ronald Aaron.
Visit the Dean of Students Office,
located on the 17th floor of 360
Park Avenue South, RM 1702 and
meet with the Dean of Students,
Ronald Aaron. There, you can also
find out about scholarships, honor
societies, health insurance, work-
shops to enhance your personal
and professional growth as
well as many other -useful
information. Also, you can
visit the Office of Student
Life, located in ~m 1502,
for more information about
clubs, tutoririg, activities
and events around Baruch.
Early Stages ofHuman
Development
decay over time. Stem cells can be
made to grow indefinitely in the labo-
ratory, Biologists at Geron believe
they can work with the DNA of stem
cens and ensure tl'iat the ce-Us main-
tain their immortal properties even
as they turn into specialized cells. It
has even been suggested that our
own mortal bodies can be repaired
with new tissue that can remain
youthful indefinitely.
Although no .one knows for sure. .
what the future will hold, there is lit-
tle doubt that we will hear a whole lot





Building a Better You: Researchers Find Possible Key to Immor-ealrty
By Sara Garibaldi internships, volunteer activities Office. You can enhance your com-
What is college? Is it a forced and leadership roles. Leadership munication skills, which will help
attempt to attend' classes, pass helps you seek out and experience you get ahead in the future.
with anything above an F and meet the world around you. The oppportnity to develop and
. t' d t Volurrteerjrrg has much to offer take on the role of being a leader inyour r equrremen s In or er 0 VI
graduate? Is it leading a student your community and yourself. It the community must also be taken
life that is completely isolated helps you realize there is some- full advantage of. Making a differ-
from the entire college community? thing you can do to help other peo- ence and showing others things
Is it keeping to yourself and not ple. Feeding the homeless can lead can get done. Time management
getting to know fellow students to the realization that one person and organizational skills can be
and faculty members? Many peo- can make a slight difference, albeit absorbed when taking part in com-
pIe have their own personal defini- small. "You can make a difference munity and volunteer work. They
tions of what college is. To many in people's lives ana achieve a feel- help you establish a personal and
students, it's completing 120 to ing of satisfaction from helping social commitment between you
124 credits, meeting their course others," said Tanuja Ramchal, and the community around you.
requirements and obtaining a President of Phi Eta Sigma. Networking and volunteering are
diploma. Is this really it? Futhermore, volunteering enables the factors that, at the end of the
We all must meet the basic you to network, a very important whole qualification process for
requirements in order to obtain a skill in today's society. The ability future employment opportunittes,
. t ff t· I is a stand out and make the difference.degree, but college offers more. to commumca e e lee rve y 1
College offers great opportunities neccessity and will help yo~ get Prospective employers seek well-
that enable you to raise y.our rounded and involved people when
knowledge to a higher level and "Becoming involved looking for candidates to fill their
develop personal growth. helps you evnand your_ job positions. These determining
-r factors facilitate your chance of
"Volunteering and becoming d d
involved helps you expand your knowle ge an ·you obtaining .the most competitive
knowledge and you learn a lot learn a lot more than jobs in the market. Ernployers
want to see the person as a whole.
more than just the plain classroom J·ust the plain class- h hh " --- They want. to bow t at you ave
experience could ever te~c you, . • uld .social commitment and that you
stated Fenilla McKenzie, a stu- room exp~nenceco
dent aid. It gives you the chance to ever teach you." will followthrough with something
be seen as an individual and to you believe in.
show how different you are. It also· good jobs .and develop good rela- Go above and beyond just getting
gives you an opportunity to stand tionships with future co-workers good grades grades. Learn to
out and differentiate yourself from and 'employees. Getting involved express yourself and commu-
the other 1000 'or so students at with academi~ activities enable nicate with people who are at
you to network with faculty, higher levels. Don't intimi-
the graduation ceremony. d I dated .by . the college
h t .s ry administrators an arge corpora":Academic ac ievemen 1 ·ve. b President or the VP and ~~~~;Sbi ti f tions. "Having a part time jo
important. So is a com ma l~n 0 lunteeri being able to talk to them willTh f t within the school and vo un eenng
many other factors. ese ac o~s . t help you deal with your
h ff rt d t obtain helps you make acquam ancesconsist of tee 0 s use 0 . " future bosses and flo-workersd hi h I with staff and adminiatratfon, ."
personal growth an tg ~~ ~es, comment-ed Clare Beharry, a stu- and be heard. This enables
including your social act.ivit.ies, .
. b dent aid at the Dean of Students you to improve your communi-
community work, ~.l~~~-~,iJ~~.}? s, ~ ~ _ "~.L .~J. ».» -3~J.. .J.~•.JJ.L•.JJ.J 1.. ~1~J vJ3HJ .fl fJ{ Of ld '~V1J~d {IT.il~~Il~ ~I ?~Y.LL»J
..
.Getti~tOOMoSt Out Or-COllege
By Jonathan Caronia cess. a blastocyst can be used to make a
Imagine if we were able to make Stem cells are formed in the very complete human being, a property
human body parts -- livers, hearts, early stages of human development. which scientists call "totipotent."
bones-- with the same ease and effi- After an egg is fertilized, it divides Congress, in' 1995, banned federal
ciency with which we make auto repeatedly to form a blastocyst, a hoI- financing for research of fetal cells.
parts. On November 6, in the low blob consisting of 15 to 20 cells. This has- led to the :private sector
J oumal of Science, two teams of. From the blastocyst, an embryo stepping up the pace ofresearch..This
researchers published findings that develops 'while its cells Become com- creates - a problem. The federally-
may indeed lead to such a revolution. mitted. to one function as parts of sponsored National Institute- of
These scientists were' able to isolate individual organs. Stem cells are Health had, before the congressional
and cultivate human embryonic stem found within the blastocyst. In ban, played a major role in screening
cells, the primordial cells of life which other words, while your liver cells new advances in biological technolo-
are the building blocks from which all and your heart cells are different gy. With the ban in place, university
ofour cells originate. The impli-..... ... ..:. from each other now, they, scientists cannot turn to the govern-
cations of this discovery could P::··,·<··,.... ~'. . . both (early in develop- ment for support in the study of
make repairing an un-healthy Yt . :-, . ment) originated. from the human -embryonic stem cells.
liver as easy as replacing a set of .. ..:. same stem cells. Scientists Furthermore, private sector scien-
spark plugs. . believe that if they can grow tists are free to do whatever they
The research, conducted by these c.ells in the la~, they want, without any government
--~eams leaoy "Dr. James . can so ways ffifIu- - approvar- The researchers m 'these
Thomson of the University of ence the cells'development, experiments were financed by
Wisconsin at Madison, and Dr. #..- and can grow much needed California based Geron Corp., a
John Gearhart of Johns Hopkins organs, like livers and hearts. biotechnology company- specializing
School Of Medicine, funded by Stem cells could become the in anti-aging research. Are you won-
Geron corporation, focused. on .. ultimate spare parts sys- dering what a company interested in
picking out these stem cells and . c· tern. anti-aging research wants with stem
growing them in culture in a lab- ". . Y· •••:": These new findings are cells?
oratory. ~cientists. have for DNAS~ not without controversy, Biologists have recently come to
many years been trying to cul- however. This new infor- understand that a body's cells become
tivate these cells outside of the body, mation could be used in human mortal only after they specialize.
but until now had met with little sue- cloning. This is. because any cell from Stem cells are immortal =- they do not
\
ed over some of these same issues,
such as illegal search and seizure.
Lewin was also critical of capital
punishment, noting that the United
States is one of the few countries in
the world who still· uses this prac-
tice. "In many ways, this system we
are in has big flaws," Lewin said,
But he is optimistic that there are
forces of change.
According to Lewin, four years ago
the Latino vote in California was 17
percent. This year, the Latino vote
doubled to .34 percent, and was a
large reason for the political shift in
California. "The progressive forces
are more numerous than the oppres-
sive forces," said Lewin.
Traverzo is less confident that the
proposed vote on the status ofPuerto
Rico can make any drastic changes.
The three options would have Puerto
Rico becoming a state, remaining a
commonwealth or becoming inde-
pendent." of the United States.
According to Traverzo, if the' vote
were held today, there is no way that
Puerto Rico would vote for independ-.
ence. He aeeounts this to United
States intimidation, saying, "Taking
a pro-independence stand in Puerto
Rico can be dangerous."
Traverzo did note that the economy
in Puerto Rico is in trouble; and that
Puerto Ricans are ready for some
kind of a change. However, the
United States controls most of the
institutions in Puerto Rico, accord-
ing to Traverzo, adding to the intim-
idation. "They see Cuba and they
are afraid," said Traverzo. "They are
afraid of what the United States has
done to Cuba."
"This is nothing but a
human, moral issue."
Institution in Lexington, KY, Torres,
along with two other political prison-
ers' was subjected to 20 months of
~solation in the underground, exper-
imental High Security Unit.
In the HSU, sensory-deprevation
was used in a pilot study program on
behavioral modification in attempt
to make the prisoners recant their
political beliefs, according to a PBS
documentary titled, "Through the
Wire." Torres ~dured for more than
a year with her~te-Paintedcell a
light shining in her eyes 24 hours a
da~. Acceding to Traverzo, this was
all. I? attempt to break the prisoner's
spirit.
On Nov. 21, a caravan organized
by Lopez, traveled to Danbury: CT
Aproximately 20 people fro~
Boston, California, Hartford and
New York made a procession
through the street in support of
Torres.
Lewin stressed that the university
n~eds to take the-read, .and ~oted
that the American Revolution start-
federal prison in Danbury,
Connecticut. Torres, along with two
others from the Armed Forces of
National Liberation, was arrested
and charged with seditious conspira-
cy for planning to bomb a marine
training center and an army reserve
center in Chicago on the fourth of
July, 1983. She recieved a sentence
of35 years. .
At the Federal Correctional
TICKER NEWS NOVEMBER 25, 1998
oners and related experts was
shown.
Traverzo stressed early on that the
issue of Puerto Rican political pris-
oners is important to everyone.
"This is not a Latino issue," he said.
"This is nothing but a human, moral
issue." Traverzo, .an ordained pas-
tor, also noted that this is a political
issue, and warned, "There are some
fundamental political ~ issues at
stake."
Torres is currently being held in a
Realities' of Puerto Rican Political Prisoners
By Bryan Fleck
The Department of Black and
Hispanic Studies sponsored a lec-
ture on Nov. 12 in the administrative
center lounge, in recognition of
Puerto Rican heritage month. The
topic of the discussion was Puerto
Rican Political Prisoners: Myths and
_Realities.
Speaking at the lecture was Black
. and Hispanic Studies professors,
David Traverzo and Ana Lopez, and
department chair, Dr. Arthur Lewin.
The guest speaker was to be the
daughter of Alejandrina Torres, a
Puerto Rican political prisoner, but,
as a student, she was unable to
attend due to school obligations. In
lieu of the schedualed pannel discus-
sion, a videotape featuring inter-
views of Puerto Rican political pris-
The American
Revolution started
over some of these





Educators -Speak Out to Support Remedicitipn,
And Defend Open Admissions.' .
continued from front Giuliani two of N.Y's most outspo- rights initiatives. "This attack is·a
ken pro~onents of ending remedia- threat to the very core of CUNY"
leges and universities, however, is tion at CUNY. warned. Cheliotes. Noting the
not an issue inherent to N.Y It is, DiBrienza was especially angered importance of CUNY on the labo
rather, a national issue, which by those who not only want to end movement, Cheliotes said, "CUNY is
Murphy likens to the campaign to remediation, but want to turn N.Y.'s most successful anti-poverty....
end affirmative action. He noted around and privatize it. Murphy program."
that both Florida and Georgia have also noted this, saying that some Indeed, statistics do show a corrs.
ended remediation, and that people look at the imm-ediate eco- l~tion between a college education
Massachusetts is moving in the nomic impact while ignoring the and higher economic status
same direction. "Remediation is not long-range social implications. 'Th.e According to a representative from
a four letter word," said Murphy. "It current administration wants to pri- the Comptroller's Office, a college
is positive. It works." vatize remediation," said Murphy. graduate with a bachelor's degree
While remediation is not an issue According to Brown, remediation earns more than two times the
exclusive to N.Y, it is a highly politi- accounts for less than ten percent of salary of a hi~ school graduate. In
cized issue. Councilman .. a study reported in
Bill Perkins, a member of - f h C·ty U· .ty fStandards & Poor's
the Committee on Higher ''The mandate 0 tel zrrveesr 0 CUNY produces mor~
Education, warned that New York was, and still is, to educate corporate executives
there is a "laissez-faire ide- all " thaii any other universi-
ology sweeping the nation," • ty in the country.
in the form of school vouch- Moreover, it has been
ers, and the phasing out of remedia- CUNY's budget. reported that 10 years after gradua-
tion. According to Perkins, the end In addition, an accounting profes- tion, 80 percent of CUNY graduates
of remediation will send a message sor at John Jay College of Criminal remain in N.Y:, allowing the city and
to some students that they are not Justice asked the City Council for state to reap the benefits of their
first-class citizens. Murphy was their support. "Let the City Council success. According to Murphy, there
more optimistic, expressing his hope be the body that reshapes the is approximately one million current
that, as a result df the '98 elections, University," he said, adding: "The CUNY students and CUNY alumni
New York City will begin to slow media would have one believe that 'Iiving in N.Y. Murphy added
down and take a deeper look at only the mayor is involved in this "Nearly one out of every 20 New
remediation. process." ) Yorkers attended CtTNY-
, Councilman Stephen DiBrienza, In addition to education, labor also Though these statistics add to the
?n t~e other hand, w~ more harsh showed its support for open admis- current economic upswing, Murphy
m his comments. Taking a s~ot at sions and remediation. Arthur was quick to warn that good times in
Governor George E ..P~ta~I and Cheliotes, president of the the United States economy might
Mayor .Rudolph W. GIuha~ll, both Communication Workers ofAmerica, not be here. to stay. "Capital is
Republicans, the Democratic coun- local 1180, suggested a correlation mobile, and .labor is even more
cilman noted that Yale and between increasing enrollment of mobile in the new global economic
~~attan College both have reme- women, blacks and Hispanics, and market," he said. This makes the
diation. Yale College and attempts to end remediation. He loyalty of CUNY graduates to N.Y.
22Si;~T]:2ruTI7j£;Q]Iirj6§m::j?B!}"'j0ij%;/;-;::·.:<··>· - ~anhattan College are the respec- added that CUNY open admissions even more important.
ttve alma maters of Pataki and in 1970 was a milestone of civil .
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CoMpANIES-It TAKEs YEARS
To PROvE You CAN LEAD... '.
-- . ~ - - ...._-----
A FELLOW BARUCHIAN
TICKER FEATURES NOVEMBER 25, 1998
Tbe Few. The Proud.
,vou..-te"fougrC smarranaC!eretttii'!-tfd;-ren- Wr!e1t'S ..anrhrtot of hard-'WOTk:rm:rld -make votrerr
Ctiicer of Mannes And Oiticer Candidates School (~CS) IS where you'll get the chance to prove
you ve got what It takes to lead a /de full of excitement. full of challenge, full of honor Anyone
can sa; me. 've got what It takes tobe a leader, we'll qive you. ten weeks to prove It For
tnore intormettor. call i-BOO-MARINES, or contact us on the Internet at www Mannes com
- - -
WE'·LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of bemg a leader But If
A
n 5T7
PLEASE MAKE A DONATION SO WE CAN CONTJNUE
THE SEARCH AND INCREASE THE REWARD
~ DEPOSIT yQUlt ~DONATION-IN-THE----­
STUDENT LIFE OFFICE,
~ ".'.
ROOM 1512, 360 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
THANKYOUI
FUNIYRAISER
FOR MISSING BARUCH STUDENT!!!
KRISTINE KUPKA
HAS BEEN MISSING SINCE OCT.24
DSSG STRONGLY URGES ALL BARUCH STUDENTS TO
- -.- ---_.
-- - - - - ------'
If you are interested
in gaining -interna-
tional work experi-
ence and would like to
meet people' from
around the world, the
AIESEC-Baruch is for
you'! Por: more infor-
mation, stop by the
office at 360 Park
Avenue South, 'Suite,




ence, the quality and quantity of
their exchange programs were'
assessed. The members learned
that AIESEC-I~dia has many
information systems technology
trainees, who would like to come
to the United States, and more
specifically New York City,'
Therefore AIESEC-Baruch w~s
able to develop a partnerships
with local committees in India,
After returning home, the two
members shared their experi-
ences, and as a result AIESEC-
Baruch was able to recruit compa-
nies who needed computer pro-
grammer and consultants. Within
weeks, contacts were secured, and
a trainee from Bangalore, India is
due to begin his traineeship in
Nov.
Nancy Diaz, Joanne Douglas.
Alicia Gift, Karen Li, and Susan
Roopnarine also attended the
National Leadership Seminar
(NLS) in Denver, Colorado. At
the seminar they were
trained on the methods for
recruiting new members
__ and_ how to provide qual-
ity service to the compa-
nies they serve. The
conference also high-




and the anticipated increases in
the number of trainees recruited
nationally for the 1998-1999 tax
season. This was the first
national conference for many
members and it gave them the
opportunity to interact with
other AIESECers around the
nation in their pursuit to change
the world. The 300 delegates
who attended were all proud to
be a part of AIESEC-United
States.
-Finally, there was International
Congress and ICARE, two interna-
tional conferences which not only
celebrated the 50th anniversary
and recognized the thousands of
alumni, but also served as
another opportunity to network
and exchange ideas. The confer-
ences took place in Helsinki.
Finland and Stockholm, Sweden.
Nancy Diaz and Karlene Dormer
attended the conference
AIESEC-Baruch has always
prided itself on quality and effi-
cient service. These conferences
only gives its allow AIESEC-Baruch to share





mornmg, right? Wrong. Dr.
Gernert, assistant professor at
Baruch explains, "There are useful
components that can be isolated in
urine but that doesn't .\,.",
mean we can go '~;:]t<...:...,.:
around drinking'>:>;.......~:]~!,;.
urine or that we -, ~:·:\ta;1.7>::· .
::..":~~:: .:~:.: -;:~:~:-
should ingest urine for ,··':\~::>2::
~:~~e b~;efi~~~~eTh~~~:~;;..
patrons are groundless. The .:2::::'
benefits along with the haz- .=,
ards of drinking substances .
the body expels are not understood.
Keep in mind that by drinking urine, .
you take in not only the good, but
also the bad.
Moreover, urine is roughly 95 per-
cent water, with about 2.5 percent
urea, the "useful ingredients," and
2.5 percent other substances. As you
can see, the useful components, of
urine exists in minute quantities,
thus you would have to consider just
exactly how many glasses of pee a
person would have to guzzle to
achieve the benefits of urine. Uh,
did I say glasses? I meant gallons.
This-is-lli}t to say-that .allhasg-OIle .
down the drain. You may have
unwillingly and unknowingly con-
sumed quantities of urine compo-
nent, because many companies are
cashing in on its medical benefits.
Pharmaceutical and cosmetic com-
panies extract useful ingredients
from urine and incorporate them
into their products. The Ares-Serono
Group, produces Pergonal, a fertility
drug made from the urine of post-
menopausal women. Enzymes of
America extracts urokinase, a drug
used to unclog arteries, from urine
collected from portable outhouses.
(Coincidentally, PortaJohn, a
portable outhouse company, is a sub-
sidiary of Enzymes of Arnerrca.)
Countless pricey cosmetic products
contain urea, a component of urine
claimed to promote water retention
('I ~ of the skin.
~ \ ; And how does urine taste?
;i' Eh, I've said just
:1
• I about a mouthful.
Maybe it's best if we
don't find out.
TICKER FEATURES
To Pee, Or Not To-Pee--
What Was -The Question?
8
By Jessica Zhou
Okay, enough of the warm lemon-
ade jokes, how about actually drink-
ing it? That's right, I'm talking about
the stuff that makes you wish you
had a cork lodged somewhere along
your urethra as you pace in place
among thirteen others who are on
line for a public toilet. I'm talking
about urine, a.k.a. pee. Urine has
been dubbed by some holistic practi-
tioners as "the body's natural nec-
tar," but many skeptics caution
against directly imbibing the body's
liquid waste product, and for good
reasons too, as you will see.
A lot of soft drink companies like to
brag about their products' nutrition-
al content. Hi-C prides itself on its
10 percent fruit juice content that
delivers 100 percent of the daily dose
of vitamin C. How about ifUrine-In-
A-Box marketed itself based on its
nutritional content. Move over
Ovaltine. This baby, no doubt, is a
winner. Believe it or not, your pee is
packed with goodies, however in
very small quantities. Creatinin,
amino nitrogen, potassium, calcium,
enzymes fik-e -amylase -and- lactic
dehydrogenase, and even traces of
hormones such as prostaglandin are
all found in urine. There is an ample
supply within everyone's fountain,
considering that the normal human
passes about 750 to 1500 milliliters
a day.
Are valuable nutri-. - . '" .
ents being flushed
down the tubes?
In a world conference on Auto-
Urine Therapy, held in 1996, urine
therapy enthusiasts gathered to
share their experiences. Coen Van
Der Krom, a conference attendee
revealed, "I splash some on my face.
It's a great after-shave." Urine ther-
apy patrons believe that urine is a
cure-all for everything from mouth
sores to cancer.
So it's settled. Urine is good for
you, au natural, plentiful and easily
accessible. You'd have your glass of
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student8-.would.. like to - if~HQok ~t_a-t9Pic_for~ f~~ minutes, _·cJ1lu8 or pre-calculus.iSo -·it makes<1HE think so, tutors do not have I can catch on and maybe be of use. sense for. the lab to have a copy ·of
. all the answers. For the . At least this way, the student has a those texts. But we are not required
most part we are not pro- chance at getting helped, But, before to carry any text. Do not blame us
fessors (paul is one of the I begin, I would of course inform for your unpreparedness.
exceptions), and we do not them of my limited knowledge. Then Lastly, the SACC does carefully
teach ~y subjects. Most of it is up to the student to decide screen candidates for its positions.
the tutors are themselves whether they want to stay. To tutor a course, one must have
students; hence our name: I sympathize with any student who either bypassed the course, or
STUDENT Academic has been lost in the shuffle of com- earned a ~+ or better, one must have
Counseling. Center. The munal math tutoring. But please see . at least sophomore status; have an
.point Is, Paul was up front things from the point of view of the overall GPA of 3.2 or higher, and
. from the beginning by say- tutor. As the editor already pointed have staff recommendations from
ing.he did not know the material for out, it is not "uncommon to see one the department that one iwill be
Math 2160. With this being the case, tutor for a large group of math tutor- tutoring in. Believe it or not, we are
did it surprise you that he confused ing. I have been in .settings where I trying to help you the best we can.
tutoring at SACC but it is also a you more than helped you? At this was asked to tutor up to a dozen stu- Sadly, there are times when pur help
response to the letter written by an does not always get the job
anonymous student.who "Sounded off ' . done. If this: is the case, r
about their experience at the SACC suggest forming a study
on November 1, 1998. group with your classmates.
As a tutor, I was naturally upset Odds are, ifyou all put your
that a student was so negative ·in heads together, you should
their view of the services offered by be able to make sense of 90
the Student Academic Counseling percent of the syllabus. The
Center. Once I got over the initial extra 10 percent can be han-
feeling of being attacked, I realized dled by your professor. dur-
that .some issues had been raised ing herlhis office hours.
that deserve responses. Personally, I would like to
The reason there is o~y one tutor point, your best b~.t~ol!l(th~y~J)~~!1 dents at once in aJ least four differ- know why.Baruch even offers Math
for Math 2160 is because there is no - to come back at another time, or ent courses. Arid as tutors, we try to 2160. Baruch is supposed to be so
real need for more than one. The seek help elsewhere. answer as many questions as possi- worried about the classes it accepts
majority.of students who come to the Lots of times (I've done this myself) bIe for as many students as possible. from transfer students, and so rigid
SACC for tutoring come for some tutors will see a student for a topic We often try to take care of the ques- with its math placement exam. So
form of pre-calculus or calculus. I that is· not their specialty, simply tions we know for sure, then return why does it offer a course that has
mean no disrespect, but this is a because they are the most qualified . to those we are not as sure about. little to no practical applications?
simple question of supply and tutor on duty (they have seen it This is most likely what took place The undergraduate bulletin puts an
demand. At any given time, there before and no on else has), and on November L asterisk next to this course to denote
are usually three' tutors for calculus because we -try to accommodate I sincerely wish someone could that this class is not a satisfactory
and two for pre-calculus. In over a - everyone. I personally understand have helped the anonymous atudent, prerequisite for anything! In other
year of tutoring at SACC, I have that this strategy does not always but do not assume that SACC works words, if a student wants to take any
encountered zero students for Math work, and have felt the ire of frus- like magic. The fact that they were . other math classes or statistics
2J~.Q_ in. ~_~~ ..l.~b~. _'Dri~!nclu~~~__~~~~_. __ ._tra~Q.. ~~l;ld~!!,ts.--2!.h~ probably_~M~~_~:!121ai!!"_~__~!1£~p.ts inl!~:._ ~ ..cl~§s~eJL ..fr~T .MEANS_ i\L.L..0 E..
summer semester and all hours of thOught... -- -1 ---waa· -.. lull-·---ef~ --- -it;--- .- alte&-that--they were ready-t& work.- THE- -BUSINESS ··STUDENTS ! l),
the day, from some shifts at 10:00 Nevertheless, I would rather try to This is precisely the attitude to take. then they must take pre-calculus. So
am, to others at 7:00 pm. This being help someone, even taking a shot at But do DOt 'expect us to provide our what is the point ofMatb 21601
the situation, it is hard to justify a course I am not 80 fami]iar with, .textbook for you. 0Again,. this is a
employing a tutor for Math 2160 for than not trying at all. I am. by no question of supply and demand.
every hour that SACC is open. stretch of the imagination, a genius. There are scores of students. each
Unfortunately, as much as-·some However, thereare instances when, week~hocometo get tutored 10 cal-
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When we enter a department store, the employees do not have
their children behind the counter, but we see customers bringing
their children into the store. Why should we students, paying cus-
tomers, have to .suffer due to an ill-conceived policy that was
intended for staff and unfairly extended to us.
Children are barred from entering Baruch campus on the pretense
of compliance with a New York Public Health Law, which stipu- .
lates that all individuals who are registered to attend clas~ses and
born after 1957 must show documentation of proper MMR vaccina-
° tion. Students who do not show proof of vaccination' are not
allowed to register and attend class.
The glitch is that the New York Public Health Law § 2165, which
this policy is supposedly based on, applies only to students.
Children are not students, they are visitors. The _tr~th of the mat-
ter is, this policy began to keep college personnel from bringing
their children to school. Office politics extended that policy to the
students. This is where the distinction should be made.
Murtha is long gone but the policy is still here. Now the power to .
rectify this situation lies in the hands of the current Vice-President
ofAdminstration, Jesse Berger. According to our sources, the poli-
cy was "on the table" for review earlier this semester. We guess it's
still on that same table because visitors, students, parents and oth-
ers are still being turned away, or bounced from buildingto build-
ing searching for a kindly soul to issue a half-hour pass for their
children. When will the madness stop?
Although it is understandable, for the Administration to have legit-
imate concerns over children on campus, the college should acco-
modate student-parents facing emergency situations where a
babysitter is not available.
e
On Sept. 15, 1997 the "No children on campus" policy, spearhea~ed
by then Vice-President ofAdministration, James Murtha; went into
effect. 'Despite a technicality in the policy that ultimately made.
o the rationale behind the actio~ invalid, this policy persists to this
day.
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material asset whose sole function ethnic origins. i mean, after all he
was to produce babies. (Does this did release Ms. Hemings, their chil-
sound familiar ladies?) If she was dren, and gave them property to
lucky enough to escape the master's boot, all on his deathbed just before
attentions she could possibly form. a he kicked the bucket, Well excuse
relationship and eventually make me while i gag but somehow i'm not
the best family she could possibly that quite convinced.
make under. those conditions. Like i really wish someone could explain
her husband, she was totally robbed to me exactly what kind of dement-
of the basic right to protect her chil- ed love relationship this was? i have
dren from the onslaught of the mas- read that Jefferson was a ''liberal''
ter which included physical as well slaveholder who hoped to free
sexual abuse. slaves. This leaves me wondering, of
On top of that, her days would be course, >why the hell didn't he free
spent worrying about whether the his own? Jefferson had a total of 187
master would seek to separate her slaves including Sally Hemings and
.fromherbuabandand falIlily._Eve_n__h~~_chil.dren-,-li_th~Lhad.-Ji~:r.e1ation_-_
if the woman did have a family, she ship" in the most warped sense of
was always considered a target for the word, i would be quite sure that
the master. While the mistress of they had to have talked about how
the plantation was safely asleep, it she felt being a slave. Ifhe had cared
was a very for her at all, he would have released
common prac- all his slaves as a sincere apology
tice for her dot- for keeping her and the others on his
ing husband to plantaion as slaves. But he didn't .
slip away at So what does that tell me?
niglit in search It tells me that as always the
of the slave's media, Babylon's mouthpiece, is as
quarters. always, trying to destroy the Mrikan
_l~Lt~_.w~y _mQ!l:tb"pj~c~. T)1.e _ schools try to
could satisfy brainwash you into believing that
his innermost slaves were happy and that they just
curiosities LOVED MASSA so they never
about these rebelled. They try to keep heroes like
" e x 0 tic" Nat Turner, Jean-Jacque Dessalines .
A f r i k a n and Toussaint L'Ouverture out of
woman who the school systems. When they talk
love to do it all about them they try to make them
the time. (See harmless, like Harriet Tubman. i
the depiction of have yet to hear about how many
A f r i k a n slavemasters she shot on her under-
woman in all ground railroad.When they are not
major media denigrating your heroes then they
out 1 e t s) try to convince you that slavery was
Knowing the the fault of Afrikan people who sold
horrible fate for their own into slavery. Meanwhile,
the Afrikan they proclaim that since slavery
woman on the existed in Afrika before Europeans
plantation, it came, therefore these two TOTALLY
was not an uncommon practice for different forms of slavery can be
many pregnant women upon giving compared.
birth to murder their own babies, Now they want to tell you that
particularly if it was a girl, to spare female slaves LOVED GITTIN' IT
them the horrible life of being a ON WITH THEIR MASTERS and
slave or even
worse, the mas-






mare for women -
as well as men it.
is frankly very
hard for me to
believe that-
Thomas
JefferSon was in love With-his -slave-. that ~hen ~,were'violated' they
But just to be fair, let's .play devil's ENJOYED'EVERY MINuTE OF IT.
, advocate for one moment, shall 'we? i don't know about you but this
Let's say that Jefferson really loved whole sany Hemings and Thomas
Ms. Hemings. Let's say that their Jefferson smells like exploitation in
mutual feelings far surpassed any the least and more accurately (yup,
social restrictions that were imposed you said it) RAPE at best. Ya'll come.
t at the tilDe including such .filJx~a.k~~ow, ya hear? See you next
l n0t!0ns such as race, culture ~d ~~ce... j
Thomas Jefferson: rapist, slave-
owner, and a degenerate. What
else can you expect from the so-
called founders these DOOMED
United States?
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gave an excruciatingly long speech
on democracy and freedom while
melodramatic music played softly
in the background. i remember
thinking that this must be the part
where Mr. Spielburg expected the
audience to cry. i remember yawn-
ing a couple of times, stifling the
urge to walk out and i even
thought about the mounting US
deficit, but i didn't cry. In fact, i
felt more and more annoyed with
each passing second.
The final court decision made me
wonder how in the hell could it be
possible that these people involved
in this case could declare the
lUTikans on the ship as hucrnan,
wbile countless of Afrikans in the
United States that were right in
, front of their faces on a daily basis,
were -regarded as
sub-human proper-
ty. i was only able to
sleep that night
after reminding
myself -that this iIi





had a good night's
rest.
So it is was hardly









ward to bask in a11
the media hoopla, i
have yet to hear from
any of them on how
their ancestor, Sally
Hemings, felt about her status' as
three-fourths of a human being.
Women In Slavery
So Thomas Jefferson, the third
president of the United States was
in love with his slave, Sally
Hemings. ISNT' THAT SPECIAL?
Well since all of her so-called
descendants have totally ignored
the position of Ms. Hemings per-
haps it would behoove us to look at
the condition of female slaves in
general.
The female slave was often con-
sidered more valuable than the











purely 8S a sex-
ual object and
-- ---- ---
After just watching: Jungle Fever
last Saturday night, i couldn't help
replaying one scene in my mind
where Flipper played by Wesley
Snipes tells the white woman he is
having an affair with, that having
an interracial child with her is out of
the question, His reason being that
he didn't want any child of his run-
ning around mixed up and confused.
i was thinking about the surprised
look on her face when 10 and behold
i heard the theme music for UPN-9
News. An enthusiastic voice
announced that as part of that
nights segment they would feature a
woman JVhQ.....claimed that she was a__
descendant of the "union" of
Thomas Jefferson and his slave
Sally Hemings. "Union? How nice... ,"
i thought as i frantically searched for
a brick to bust through the screen of
my television set. "We will take a
look into whether this was a love
relationship or something that
occurred through force ..." As a luxu-
ry car commercial came on i gave up
looking for the brick and, settled on
pulling the plug on the television set
instead.
As i shook my head and took a
seat, i couldn't help thinking that
this whole Sally Hemings fiasco is
exactly what happens when people
do not accept their own history.
While Afrikans in America continue
to try- their best to run away from
slavery, (while clinging to this
absurd myth that things are getting
better) Europeans use it to their.
advantage so they can distort, belit-
tle , and even try to romanticize
oDR past wbile trying to appease
their sick little fantasies as they
make a couple of bucks.
Peep it.
For example, what was the mean-
ing of that sappy Steven Spielburg
production known as Amistad? For
those who were unfortunate enough
to see it, you already know that it
was about the Amistad rebellion in
1839. (please read up on it people!)
The Afrikans on that ship who
rebelled were put on trial in the
United States for slaying most of the
crew members on board. The aboli-
tionists including former president
at. .ncy Adams
took up the cause and fought the
pro-slavery faction headed by presi-
dent Martin Van Buren.
i can recall that in one particular
scene, John Adams appeared in
court to defend the Afrikans. He
-
get""1ll1).Cs:h1)rf:er. :-..::.-=-
In a commuter college such as
this, time is often of the essence.
and waiting on unnecessarily long-
lines is a hindrance to lIfe
Smarter scheduling, newer eleva-
tors, more elevators or a new sys-
tem is needed
We, as stude'!tfs, should demand
a remedy that is not just a Band-
Aid or quick fix. , This is au I
school and it should be as conven-
ient as possible for us, and that
doesn't mean putting out some
dirty old red carpet to make u-.
feel better.
DECEMBER 10 TH,·~:7e---
SAXE LECTl)RE HALL, 4 NORTH!
I
17 LEXINGTON AVE
(23RD ST. BL!/LDING, 4TH FLOOR)
100 YEARS OF HUMAN RIGHTS ANB
COLONIAL CONTRADICTIONS:





VIP RECEPTION AT SKYLIGHT LOUNGE
11 :15 -12 :15 P.M.
(BY INVITATION ONLY)
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (212: 387-1694)
COMMEMORATION
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CO-SPONSORED
WITH THE HISPANIC SOCIETY
ate:
Time:
old elevato~s give an often slow
and rickety ride once one does
manage to board. The adminis-
tration feels that the much her-
alded "Site B" WIll be an answer
to problems of overcrowding since
many classes will be moved there,
and thus thin out the student
body in the other buildings. I
doubt that this dream will come
true since the college is already
making efforts to rncrease enroll-
ment. More students will result
in large crowds even with addi-
tional buildings. Additionally,
with the opening of Site B, the
360 PAS building will be put into
limited service, so the lines at
other buildings will probably not
Place:
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r1fsponse-will most
likely be -tlie eleva-
tor lines. It's a prob-
lem that won't seem
to go away. Waiting
on an elevator line
for up to 15 minutes
is not uncommon.
Between this and
the spacing of build-
ings it is often diffi-
cult to realistically
expect to be on time
to some classes.
We should not have to put up
with this. The college must come
up with a better way to manage
the elevators or revamp the whole




Ask the average Baruch student
what is the most annoying feature
of our beloved institution and the
Issues Of Self-Est"eem
By Nicole Lovell
Self esteem IS a measure of how valuable one feels, but unfortunately,
people think less' of themselves. because of how they feel others perceive -
them. People, especially women, tend to value who they are on how others
Judge them Young women tend to focus on popular-ity (or the lack of it),
outer appearances (from clothes to p hysical -looks) and the company they
keep. But In a country Iike this, who can blame them?
Dealing WIth the emotional, p hysical and SOCIal pressures put on women is
hard, but when a woman isn't sure of herself, those pressures can be ten
times worse.
The m e d i a. e sp ecia Ily television, can affect a young woman's sel
esteem. Only the skinniest and prettiest girls with long hair
and fa ir sk i n are shown on televis ion , For a long time, it was
rare for women that were complete opposites of this stereotype,
to be given the opportunity to act.
African-American women bore the brunt of this discrimination for many
years and are still battling to this day. African-American women were
rarely seen on TV, and if they were, they played small, insignificent roles
such as maids, cooks, step-n'fetches and prostitutes. The women who slaved
in these roles weren't given anything else because they were considered
non-talents, fat, and ugly women who were too black.
Actresses like Tyra Ferret know what that feels like, first hand. She was
once told that she was very talented, but she wasn't able to work in
Hollywood because she is "nigger-black," and that the Vanessa Williams
look for black girls was the accepted standard. Actress W hoopi Goldberg
was so ashamed of her black face and purple lips that she used drugs as a
way to excuse her "ugliness."
Even in fiction lies some truth. FIctional novels such as "The Bluest Eye,"
"The Color Purple," and "I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings," all tell 0
African-American women dealing with low self-esteem. In the story "The
Bluest Eye," a young girl deals with the emotional strain put on her by
a society that expects her to accept the white standards of beauty. In
"The Color Purple," two women deal with their looks in different ways.
One woman is discriminated against by whites because she is overweight
and the other woman, I believe, has it harder, because it was her own
people who discriminated against her. Because she was so dark and
black, they treated and equated her with the worst thing in the world
that was black- dirt. And in the novel "I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings,"
Maya Angelou tells of her life as an unloved and disliked child searching
for acceptance and love.
Women are the backbone of this country and will lead society into the 21st
century. But if they cannot lead themselves in the right direction, how
will they be ready to lead the world? It is time to exonerate and praise
the women of yesterday, today and tomorrow, because they are the key
to survival. In the words of the late Tupac Shakur and Marvin Gaye,"]
agree that;
"It's time to heal our women, be real to our women...
I know you're fed up ladies but you. got to keep your head up"
" Oooh child things are gonna get easier, Oooh child, things'll
ge"t brighter." ~
c .. ~~.t' ,.,,- r,te. , "'l'.r·'I· .... C'<"'l I " rr t » -,:'j'(,'Jrjr.
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future.
"That really was a basic policy
mistake by Prime Minister
Hashimoto and his advisors in the
ministry of Finance, which has ere-
ated this recession," Patrick said.
Furthermore, Patrick doesn't dish
out all the blame to the government,
giving healthy portions to the bank-
ing sector as well; According to
Patrick, the banks didn't take their
losses when they should have, in
about 1995. The reason for- this is
that the banks believed ~e economy
would bounce back and stock mar-
kets would rise again, making their
bad loans more manageable. That
didn!t -happen, and a beBking crisis
emerged. In the end, "The govern-
ment was bailing out rich bankers
and farmers," Patrick said. ~
However, as bleak as the future
looks for the Japanese banks and
the economy; Patrick feels that it
will improve in the near future. He
believes that the most recent stimu-
lus and banking reform packages by
the government will come to
fruition, since the public has a high
level of discontent with the current
situation. It is as ifthe public is say-
ing to government leaders: "You
continued on page 18
''I''. a growing catego-
ry, and it'. part of
.being a total beverage
. '-' ~~pa~y~"- - ----
. "
Even Coca~ and Pepsi,' two
companies known for their long
rivalry in the soft drink market, are
preparing to fight over bottled water
market share.
Aquatina is Pepsi's brand name for
bottled water. AccordiDg to an inter-
- r -
is not perceived as a luxury item
anymore, but rather a basic necessi-
ty.
foll~ the bottled water ind~~
the consumption of bottled water
increased 9.6 percent during 1997,
while at the same time, fruit bever-
age sales grew 2.5 percent, beer 0.8
percent, and other soft'drinks 3.3
percent.
Many .factors coD~uted to this
increased demand. One of the most
important reasons may be_th~. health
conscious trend that has '8Wept the
nation in recent y~. ~ers
want to avoid the 1l'tIdect~enis
of soft drinks, especially. the calories
that come along with--tbem. lit addi-
tion, the poor qUality and taste of
municipal water, topped with the
fear: of Unknown bacteria, made bot-
tled w_ajer ~ amicable solution.
. Another trend is that bottled water
, '1 ..
are in shambles, and Japan is in its
worst recession since World War II.
Some prominent economists and
many in the financial media even
predict that the Asian region is
heading towards a 1929-style
depression, with a recovery taking a
decade or more. However, the panel
gathered at 8:00 a.m. in the confer-
ence center at Baruch's 25th street
building felt, for at least some of the
Asian countries, the recovery is not
far away.
Japan-The Politicians Must
Keep Economy Afloat, Or Else
Dr. Hugh Patrick, director of the
Center on the Japanese Economy
and Business, at Columbia Business
School was the first speaker to take
the podium. He pointed out that the
Asian crisis isn't one event, but actu-
ally three: "Korea, Thailand,
Indonesia and so forth, China, which
is domestic, and Japan."
According to Patrick, Japan's econ-
omy has been teetering for years.
The current recession that it's now
going through stems from two policy
mistakes by the govemment--the
-tackling of the countries deficit and
the passing of laws -which call for
even more restrictive budgets in the
The -Recovery In
sia Is pproaching
Weissman Center Panel Discusses Which
Asian Nations Will Recover, and Why
Soft Drink Titans are
rning On the Tap
"You politicians have
screwed up, and we
want you to clean up
this banking mess.
And ifyou don", the
~ ekiitiiiii-Oiitf
COn&eB, wen sure as
hell going to vote you
out."
when Asia will recover--not if, that
the panel consisting of a "who's who"
in international finance and econom-
ics attempted to answer.
In truth, the title ofthe event, "The
Coming Recovery__ in---.Asi~__ was
indeed courageous, considering that
most of the economies in the region
•
By Dov Genzulin
"The question, when, not if, Asia
will recover, is courageous," began
Leslie Stroh, publisher of The
Exporter;-and--moderator of The
Weissman Center for International
Business Global Markets Breakfast
on Nov. 5. Yet, it was this question-
By Sbai Tzaeh _ __ _ _
"Drink water...water...only water,"
said the monotonous voice in a radio
advertisement. A frustrated radio
station owner ran the spot after
manufacturers of soft drinks refused
to advertise on his station. That was
·oiuy a few years ago. 'Thda~ con-
sumers do not have to be encouraged
to buy bottled water, in fact, even
soft drink giants such as Coca-Cola
and Pepsi have realized the magni-
tude of this segment and are joining
the market with ,nothing but plain,
simple water.
Bottled water has become one of
the fastest growing segments in the
beverage industry with almost zero
advertisement. A.ccordingj;o bottled-







• You have been pnvs.cally present In the U.S
for t1a-!t ef ,fle 5- or 3-ycar per-od.
• You JfC Lit tcast 18 vcars 010.
We Can Help You
Become a U.S. Citizen If~
• You have resided in the U.S. as a permanent
resident for 5 years. Or 3 years of permanent
residence, if married to and hVlng with a U S
citizen.
• Your Rcsldency Cord (Greer: Ca:-d)
• All passports
• lntorrnation about where you have " vcc arid
worked for 5 (or 3) YCfJrS
• Children's addresses. dates o: ~.rtr. and
Green caro numbers
• Spouse's address, SOCi3! security r:~'1)bcr.
date and place of birth, residency Dumber. If
previously rnarncd. dates of marriage and
divorce.
• If a male and you registered for the draft.
Selective service registration number.
• lntorrnation about any arrests. such as nature
of the cri me and disposition of the case.
Spring Break '99
Cancun Mazatlan or Jamaica From$399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!lnfo: Calf 1-800-446-8355
_www-sunbreaks.com
-
Typing for students Term and Midterm papers -etc.
718 296-3131
HOW DOES $8001WEEK EXTRA INCOME SOUND TO YOU?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Group Five
6547 N. Academy Blvd.Dept. N Colorado Springs, CO 80918
Raise Your Grade Point Average
ESL and American students, turn a B papers into an A, an F
into a C.Every term paper or graduate school thesis can be
greatly improved by line-by-line editin~ ~or ~~o.per .gram~ar,
clarity, form, content and by constructive cnttclsm regarding
relevance to the specific assignment. Free consultanon.




Rapidly growing privately held NASD trading
fum seeking world class trader with BSIBA,
~'1BAor Ph.D from top schools globally. The
rum is commltted to recruiting and retainin 0"
highly qualified individuals to become aggre~­
sive, serious, smart. professional traders.
Following a tradition of dedication to money
making candidates will be a member of a new
breed of hard edge risk managers, Sponsored
Series 7.. Compensation based on profitability,




* FREE Citizenship Guidance
* FREE Photographs
* All Application Materials
You must pre-register & pick up your forms in advance @
The International Student Services Center - 360 Pat k Avenue South Room 1711
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BY MONDAY, Nov. 30TH
INTEI\ESTED GI\AD STUDENTS
SHOULD Arn,Y BY COMPLETING
A DECLAI\ATION OF CANDIDACY
AND SUBMITTING IT TO
TICKER BUSINESS NOVEMBER 25, 1998 ~
ALL MAJORS
Dr. Marie Manea .
The \Veissman Center" for International Business
Baruch College - The City University of New York
360 Park Avenue South, Room 1339
Tel.: (212) 802-6730 Fax: (212) 802-6742
INTERNSHIPS \VITH INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESSES IN NEW YORK
J
All majors are welcome!
Volunteer-Drive will be held from December 1-4
11am to 6pm
15th floor, 360 PAS
In case You cannot make it, please le~ve Your name, phone number and address in room 1702, 360PAS.
THE WEISSMAN CENTER FOR
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
BARUCH COLLEGE - THE CITY U:"IVERSITY OF NE\" YORK
Graduate & Undergraduate
To apply, fill out an application and bring your resume to:
INTERNSHIPS
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Program
.....comes once again to Baruch College!!!
Fellow Baruch Students, we need YOU to help low income people to file their
income tax returns.
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according to the company's web
page, was to establish a constella-
tion of simply constructed low-Earth
orbiting satellites that could be
built, launched, and replaced eco-
nomically. In 1991, Motorola estab-
lished Iridium Inc. as a separate
company to develop and deploy the
satellite network. By 1996, the
newly formed company had 'raised
over $2 billion in financing. The
satellites were launched into low
Earth orbit starting in 1997. Since
then, the company has tested and
added more satellites, with the most
recent launch on Nov. 6. Iridium has
service agreements in over 125 coun-
tries across the globe and estimates
that its system can handle over 105 ...
million wireless customers during
peak usage nours. -------- ~
Iridium LLC is a privately held
company. It is owned by a consor-
tium of high-tech companies, of
which Motorola holds the largest
stake, sized at about 20 percent.
Other Iridium investors include
Sprint, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin
Corp., and Pacific Electric Wire &
Cable Co. In addition to the consor-
tium, Iridium has a publicly traded
subsidiary called Iridium World
Communications (Nasdaq:IRIDF).
The subsidiary went. public in
1997, and raised an additional $240
million. The stack was issued at 22
a share and closed at 45 3/8 on Nov.
20, with a 52 week high of 72 3/16,
and a 52 week low of 26 3/4.
Increasingly, Earth is becoming a
global village with one big market-
place. People will now be able to
communicate from ski slopes or
while relaxing on the beach. No
matter how far they travel, they will





According to Iridium executives,
demand for this service has been
very strong. An Iridium spokesman
said the company expects to have
about 100,000 phones in circulation
by year's end. This will result in a
positive cash flow by the end of 1999.
This is a remarkable accomplish-
ment for a company that only recent-
ly started its service and is offering a
luxury good. The phones, which are
not much larger than the average
full size cellular phones, are manu-
factured by Motorola and Japan's
Kyocera Corp., and sell for $3,000 a
unit. Phone calls on the network
cost about $1.27 to $2.00 a minute
domestically, and $2.00 to $7.00 per
minute internationally.
The Iridium system was envi-
sioned by engineers at Motorola in
early 1987. Since then, thousands of
people have been' working to get this
project started. Their main obstacle,
1 The Ru ats Movie Paramount
2 Enem of the State Buena Vista
7 I'll Be Home for Buena Vista
You Did Last Summer
6 The Sie e FOX
3 The WaterBo Buena Vista
4 -~eetJoe Black - -Vriiversaf
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By Daniel Birk
Now E.T~ can phone home from the
beach.
Imagine sitting on the French
Riviera, or climbing the Swiss Alps,
and being able to call your office in
New York to check on a billion dollar
mega merger.
Before Nov. 1, 1998, this was
almost impossible. Now you can
make a cellular phone call from any-
where on Earth with the help of
Iridium.
Iridium LLC, based in Washington,
but with offices around the world, is
The Company expects
to have about 100,000
phones in circulation
by year's end.
a global satellite phone service that
promises to bring the globe closer
together. Iridium customers will be
able to make and receive phone calls
from ships at sea, the highest moun-
taintops, and even from airplanes,
according to the company. This is
the first communication system in
the world that can connect any two
people from anywhere on Earth.
In order to achieve this technolog-
ical wonder, Iridium uses a constel-
lation of 66 low-Earth-orbit satel-
lites combined with land-based wire-
less systems. The firm offers satel-
lite voice, cellular roaming and call-
ing-card phone services. Recently,
they've begun to offer a global pag- ~=------=------UlStnlJlUtJ~---1i:DJ!S.S.._....GI:WiS-__~:eel~~rIu~.enLJ
ing system as well. Tim O'Neil, a ~;:;=~;;.=c7~~~::"";:;~=~~---:~~-~~~---..:!:..---~~~----4
telecommunications industry ana-
.lyst at Sound View Financial Group) ~~~~~77~~~~~~~~~---:~~~---Q....--~~~-~
said he spent an hour last week r.:-:~~:=;;=-=~:;;;---:---=~=~--~~-~~~---~-~~l.:.--~
using an Iridium handset and was
impressed with the voice quality,
shape, and weight of the phone,
according to Quicken.com news.
"The voice quality is not as good as J.:-:---.!.alD.ls.tDJ..afL---=- ...:......-. ~
terrestrial-based wireless systems,
but very close, and much better than
other alternatives," he said.
.' Source: Reuters
.:~~~~~.---:-~:..-:.:.-.----:....:......:........:.~.""..":..-~.~ :...".:....:.- --" ~-~~:..' .. , - - -" _. - '.
Announces
iDot Ships.mr pc. IDot com-
puter started shipping its Family
System series, a low-cost line of
computers designed to appeal to
budget-conscious families. The
iDot Family System comes with a
with 300-MHx Cyrix M2 processor,
32MB of memory; a 2.1GB hard
drive, a CD-ROM drive, and is





is as signed a' deal to become
CompUSA's (NYSE:CPU) exlcu-
sive internet provider. EarthLink
will be exclusive on CompUSA's
private-label computer systems.
The company will also be the
default ISP in all internet related
training. The deal also makes
Earthlink the exclusive ISP in all
retail point-of-purchase promo-
tions, in-store registration drives,
database mailings, grand opening






declared a 3-for-1 stock split. The
split is expected to be payed on
January 1, 1999, for shareholders
on record as of December 18. The
company also announced the open-
ing of its holiday gift sotre, featur-
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Soft Drink .. Titans are TurningOn the-Tap




view published by Beverage Digest, ed brands ofwater with "a womanin~Ubottled .water .can . be called
a Beverage industry newsletter a black dress, drinking a martini," . J1';. .. spnng water," though in many
based ,in Bedford Hills, N.Y., Pepsi while the local brands were cases the water is regular tap water
has been working to establish a d~scribed as ':th~, guys ~hey wen~ to :::"...:...................... .r:".:·. . .:..... ::•.•,.::::..: that was purified by methods such
brand name and manufacturing and high school WIth. PepSI was looking \ :.:.:.:.. .:~ ::.:.: : :-,c,: :.':::.} .. .:'.::=' f;: -,:.:.: as distillation, .deionization, or
distribution network for its bottled for a brand name and image that :: ::. -~ reverse osmosis. In some cases, bot-
water for the past three years.. would fit in-between those two tlers add minerals to the water to
Th~Ug~w: ~:y .beov:rlooked as images. According to Lacey, ::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:<,.:.'.,:.;.:-:.:...:.:«.:.:.:-:.:...,.".m ' add taste and natural qualities to
a SImp e .g , e mterview proved Aquafina represents that balance, r@mllfit:::~:>·:;:·· the water. While Pepsi does not add
that complex strategy is involved its image is fun, approachable, and ~~:;t;.·..·· '. minerals, Coca-Cola would probably
when it comes to marketingit, interesting. . ~#~: :~::=l ,,' do so in order to give its product a
"It's a growing category, and it's As ·expected, the Coca-Cola . distinctive taste.
part ofbeing a-total beverage compa- Company-will riot leave this market .8 . As is the case with many other con-
ny," said Katie Lacey, a Pepsi senior untapped. According to ·~ver8ge-. ~i sumergoods, most of the cost to the
marketing manager.. Lacey said that Digest.Com, Coke, which has relied c:f consumer is due to retail profit mar-
Pepsi started to produce Aquafina at on its N aya brand name until now, is . g- gins, distribution and advertising.
11 filling facilities .across the U.S. in planning to come out with its own .. ~. According to bottledwaterweb.com,
1997, when the Aquafina brand was bottled water product. Coke plans to ~ bulk water costs the bottling plant
introduced to some 75 percent of the manufacture the .product at its fill- !. some 2 to 6 pennies per gallon.
country. The company was planning ing plants. Dasani is said to be the § As we race toward the new millen-
to introduce Aauafina to the New suggested brand name for this prod- ~ nium it is strange to discover that
York market during 1998. - uct. It is assumed that the new s 8 water, one of the most basic ele-
In order to properly name-the prod- name is meaningless, following g ments of our universe, has taken
uet and find its target market, the Haggen-Dazs' example. . 0 such a commercial form.
firm interviewed a focus group in There are many ways to produce ~




The most comprehensive site I have
seen. Around a hundred links to
sites containing .any-possible-infor-
mation you want to find on options,
industry rank by PIE, market cap,
and many other criteria.
2. www.smartmoney.com
If you want to see how each sector
performed, this is the site. Look at
the sector tracking section.. Must
have Java for enhanced features to
work.
3. www.zdii.com
This is a nice site to visit before the
market opens, especially check out
the 'day ahead' section.
4. www.morningstar.net
For an unbiased view of stocks and
mutual funds, this is the place.
They have several interesting arti-
cles.
5. www.bloomberg.com
Another site to visit before the mar-
ket opens. Check out the hot stocks
column. To find out how certain
industries are performing during




It provides you with real-time news
such as stocks that had block trades,
upgrades and downgrades, earnings
estimates, and insider buying.
7. www.stockselector.com
. This site gives you various valuation
tools. The "'Ibp 10" stocks is a
MUST SEE.
8. www.stockscreener.com
This site allows you to filter the
stocks that meet your criteria.
9. www.money.com




CNET provides technology news sto-
ries. Has investing section' with .
stocks ~~""'_.a~7'..a.~n_ - 1"\- - ",. "I· r L .~~... .: t·~~ ..; <-'t:'~~~~-'Ii"~~~'1\"':~"~ l.l.~'· '! " .. " i.:iJlJ,.,· •. . 'Jl. r;;.. ~
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SIa
money into the state owned enter-
prises." Furthermore, "Closing any
of the state owned enterprises gen-
erates huge unemployment, particu-
larly- in young men, who when not
occupied with work, are trouble-
some, to say the least," he added.
Kubarych, who began his career in
the Federal Reserve, said that the
American economy will be slowing,
and considering .that the US keeps
China afloat, "Watc~out for China,"
Kubarych warned.
~ .
ray of sunlight on its future.
Kubarych had an optimistic view of
Thailand's future as well. "Almost in
that same boat [as Korea] is
Thailand," he said. There are
refreshing changes . . . [Thailand] is
a country rated higher than IBM as
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'Tm worried about
China for obvious rea-
sons . . . State owned
enterprises are bust,
[and] the whole bank-
ing system has never
been a banking system,
it's just a conduit
to pump money
into the state owned
enterprises. " _
.ecover
"[The] Korean Government, after the relief from
the external debt problems .•• got into the illu-
sion that Korea became rich. [The] ·country
.drank champagne too early."
This question, Park answers, by:
likening Korea's central bank to the
army that was so busy celebrating
after winning the battle, that it lost
the war. "tThe] Korean Government,
after the relief from the external
debt problems -. . . got into the illu-
continued from page 15
politicians have screwed up, and we
want you to clean up this banking
mess. And ifyou don't, the next elec-
tion that comes, we're sure as hell
going to vote you out," Patrick said.
So where is Japan's economy
heading next year?
Patrick is betting on a recovery.
He bases his upbeat forecast on the
stimulus package passed .in June
which will __.tart to kick~ soon.
This is in conflict with many macro-
economic analysts at Wall Street
investment institutions, who pre-
dict a decline next year. While
Patrick acknowledges his contrary
view, he defends it with his political
analysis of the situation. "I don't
think the politicians can afford for it
not to turn positive," Patrick con-
cluded.
South Korea-A Heck ofA Mess,
But Bullish On Future.
Dr. Sung Sang Park, considered by
many as the "Father of the Korean
18
"The astonishing fact
is that the Korean gov-
ernment did not know
the amount ofthe total
external debt balance






Sy: The show deals with many out-
rageous.>topics, but it also highlights
serious issues such as racism and
the KKK.
Sy: . Do you. Jerry: Once in a while, we'll do a
see any simi- serious show - we try not to do too
. I .a 'r i t Y many of them, but I do get serious
between your-, about the issue of race. There is no
self' and-· .message onotrr show;-but--let'-s--say-un~---
~ H.o war d you have a term paper and you had
~ Stern, as far to find a point to everything we put
fo as creating an together. It would be the general .
cii: ou tr age 0 u s point that in a free. society, we have
show, then to- be exposed to all ideas, then reject
hitting 'the big screen .and writing those that we find offensive. We
books? . can't silence. them. I think it was
Justice Brandice who said, "Sunlight
is the greatest disinfectant." ~ It's
only when we shine the light on soci- .
ety that evil will be stamped out - I
.~TS & ENTERTAINMENT .NOVEMBER 25, 1998· .
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Jerry: Actually, my Oscar speech is
going to be something like this: "Oh
c'mon! Let me in! Please c'mon! I'll
stand in the back!" (laughs)
Sy: (laughs) It's amazing to me that
you have such a nonchalant attitude
toward the fame and to your critics.
I love how you just throw it back in
their faces - they don't take you
seriously, but you don't take yourself
seriously either.
Sy: (laughs) You're kidding!
Jerry: Well, that was up to the writ-
ers, I had nothing to do with it. In
other words, they came to me after
the movie was conceived and just
asked 'me if I'd be willing to make it,
so I said "Yes." They came up with
the idea and it really worked.
Obviously, I could tell that they had-
seen the show many times! (laughs)
They had the act down perfectly.
Now, the movie Ringmaster, isdif-
ferent that book Ringmaster, which
is already out in stores.·The book is
a true story of how the show is put
together and how it came about. It's
a little autobiographical; in other
words, it's my life - how a shlub like .
me wound up doing this crazy show..
So the book is a true story, and the
movie is a fictional account of one
episode. The movie is a comedy, and
the book is real.
Sy: Speaking of the situations,
exactly .how did you choose them?
Obviously, it must have been diffi-
cult considering the standard of out-
rageousness set by the television
show. What were the challenges in
choosing topics and making them
seem realistic?
Jerry: There's no one story that's
accurate all the way through in the
movie - it's fiction. It's a compilation
of a number 'of stories, so you get a
real feeL ..because when you watch
the show, you think, "Gosh, where
did these people come from?" When
you watch the movie, you'll know. It
is a funny story.
By Spaceman Sy child prostitution. I think that's
One may think that the arts. have because Orton's artistic purpose was
little chance to thrive at a business- to break down political correctness
dominated college such as Baruch. and to suggest how much anarchy
This is certainly not .the case. there actually is in the world."
Besides having an excellent Arts & . Shattuck believes these challeng-
Entertainment section in the school ing subjects have an essential place
newspaper, Baruch has been a long- in the play. "I think it's important to
. time supporter of . the critically leave everything-as it is in the play,
acclaimed Jean Cocteau no matter how difficult it is to hear,"
Repe~ory.' On DeceInber 1, the he says. "That was an integral part
off-Broadway theatre company will of what 'Orton was trying to do, so to
perform Joe Orton's Loot, at 17 take it out would be depriving the
Lexington Avenue, free of charge. play of what it is."
Loot is a commentary on the hyp- . Those who are familiar with the
ocritical manner in which society Jean Cocteau Repertory may think
functions. It's the story of one Mr. Loot is an odd choice for a classical-
Mcl.eavy; who is distraught over the ly focused theatre company. Not so,
murder of his wife. His son Hal, on according to Shattuck. "I think it's
the other hand, discovers that his interesting to see a classical reperto-
mother's coffin would. be the most ry company that's steeped in the
ideal place to hide the loot from a works of Sbakespeu:e, Moliere,
recent bank robbery he has commit- - George Bernard Shaw and the
ted. Meanwhile, Mrs. McLeavy's for- other great historic playwrights,
mer nurse, who had killed her doing a play that's only about thirty
patient, has her sights set on the years old," he says. "To see actors
widower's hand in marriage. And to who arevery gifted at performing
complicate matters even further, a the classics doing Orton's very ape-
sadistic detective sticks his fingers cia! and difficult language is a.very
Jerry: Well I can't, I mean, the . .into this piece ofpie, leaving a gooey .unique oi>poriuni~·
show is stupid. I know that. It's not mess all over. . For .more iriformation regarding
like we can have an esoteric discus- A warning to the reader: Loot is a the upcoming performance ofLoOt at
sion about whether the show is dark comedy, and is.certainly not for Baruch College, please contact
crazy or not - it is! I know. it, it's the weak hearted. There are even . Donald VredenbUlX1;lat802~985.
supposed to be! There are things I some aspects of the play. which Ifyou cannot attend the December
can get serious about in life, but this director Scott Shattuck has a hard 1 performance of Loot and still~wish .
isn't one of them. This is jnst silly. time accepting. to see the pla~ contact "the Jean
television - it's chewing gum. I don't '"There are references to rape that Cocteau Repertory at .677-0060 or
have any talent. It's not like I'm .. are used to humorous effect which I visit' their website at
Sy:_ Your TY.~how_has.~edyou this great comedian or actor. I don't find disturbing, but artistically hllp;/lwww,jeancocteaUrepiore·
into this' cultural icon. What is it look like a hunk or a great movie valid--nevertheless,"--says Shattuck,;-·-'Fiekets are-availal;tle-:ta.Buuch ,stu-
• __ . __ . ._~ __ ~._~_ ,..__ ._. . "There is also a similar reference to dents for only five dollars.--:-----1------ --.- .. -~ -_..- 0. '---- ,
~--,.~-,-~~.;....-~-....,._.....~ ......... _....._.;...,.----------_._.._-----+--..-......------------ ._---.-- ----._._~--=- ._~---. ...~_ :1. _,,'.
Jerry Springer: An -Interview with'th~ Ringmast:f~
continued from front ,q... .
.' . . . ' ?' . that you. hope to accomplish with star. I'm a shlub who's got a Show! I ter. I preside over the craziness.
Instead of real people. What were the mOVIe and the book? Do you love it it's fun and I' havi H d I think .t ,1 t' f itth h al like? D· d . ,m avmg a owar , I, -crea es a 0 0 l .
. e re ears s. e. . I y~u I~pro- expect them tp propel you into a great time, but I've got the same six He certainly angers people because
VIse and ad-lib. or was It simply whole new . . . . . . . .
t
'. ht f thr . t? -~~~~ friends that I he's so quick-witted, and he goes mto
s rarg rom e scnp net h ::K-m .«:\%. . e r - ~~~.,. grew up with, areas most folks don't go into pub-
world of f,~.;x. .and I'm noth- licly. I don't have histalents; I'm not
Jerry: There was some improvisa- fame? i·.· . ial H d St
tion going on _ there were some real- . f.l$f..r·· mg speer as owar ern.
, ;~ ~.. a person So
ly excellent actors: Of course, noth- J err y: ~d I' '. .. '. ~. .m. enjoying
ing can ever beat the actual people ( l aug h s J ~~i: it, but I'm not
who appear on the show because No.Tm just taking it seri-
they are being real and you sense going along ously
that when you're there. But these for· the
actors had it down cold. Once they ride! I'm
got into their roles, we really got having a
caught in the moment. The movie great time.
that will hit the screen is a little bit The book I
different from the script we -had~'-.t 0 u g t
when we first started. So, in the end, was impor- .
they wound up being much like peo-· tant to do -
<: ple on our show." That's why the important
movie ultimately works. You get. to is too
, see these people at home before they strong a .
even get on the show - the funny sto- word ., I thought' 'it was reasonable
ries that prompt them to pick up the to dg the book becausethe show has
phone, call the Jerry Spr:inger become a part of our current pop
Show, and come to be on it. culture. And I was wonderingwhy.is - Jerry: No. He's really talented and
it the show that it is - why has it creative and I'm -not. in his league.
Sy: That's interesting, Is that become the focal point of our culture He's a master at what he does. I am
based on the.true .experiences of.rea.J.. th.!JLY_~~?_ J think the bEok deals what the book says: I'm a ringmas-
Jerry Springer guests? with that. --ICS-for the-people ..who:·· ..- ----.,... -~.~~.-- .. -."-'-'~-"'--'. --' . '0. '. ,cQntinuedon page 24 .
love the show because it's got a lot of ' J .Coctea R' rt Mak · h
pictures and funny stories of things ean oc eau epe ory es WIt
we couldn't air on the s1l?w. It's also - the Loot
for people who hate the show
because it deals with the arguments
they raise. There is a serious side to
the book as well, but the movie.was
on a lark! I never . even thought
about making a movie! They just
took me out to lunch one day and
said, "We've written this. script.
We've got this movie, would you be
willing to-do "itr· 1 thought-it would
be fun to do, and so this summer I
filmed it.' But, I don't know where
this goes. I've been working on my
Oscar speech.
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Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evenings
A series of eight monthly hour-long presentations and
discussions, over sandwiches and sodes, with young lead-
ers of the real estate industry in New, York. These evenings
are especially planned for Baruch/Newman Institute stu-
dents considering careers in real estate. Each presentation
highlights a different component of the metropolitan area's
real estate industry.
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS CAREER EVENINGS
Monthly
5:30-7:00 pm September 1998 - May 1999
Held at .151 East 25th Street, Room: 763
Come join-the School otPubllc Affairs Open
House on B.S. in Real Estate & Metropolitan
Development; and a roundtable discuss.ion on
REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL. .
Watch for dates on each month's poster announcement
Tuesday December 8, 1998
5:30-7:00pm
OPEN HOUSE & CAREER EVENING
For reservation-s and to RSVP
Contact Sara Hilska at 802-5940
-Leern about different kinds of real estate jobs
-A·sk questions about what you would be doing on
the day you start work
-Meet both recent college graduates and the prime
















Some are destined to be
workers. Me, I'm a boss I
The knowledge I've found
revealed to me that most
are lost I Men of the cloth
stripping silk thongs off of
hookers I
Innocent bystanders are
really· guilty on-lookers I
The real losers are the ones
who think they're winning I
They say: Be a man, but the
only ones who listened were
the women I It WCUJ my last
chance to take the first
swing I 7bmorror.a, the pau,-
per will be worshipped ",
the k~ng I Stopped dealing
with emotion and Pm COOBf-
ing on logic I Sick ofrp,ylife
being a project and mycra-
nium a target I I shall rise
and ·Babylon ~ha,ll fall I
My sheep shall heed my co·ll
I andthedeoil. will crawl I
ae T kick him in the ass I
The FUfurewll1 be the Past
At that moment I picked up
the ax that was near the back
door and before you had a
chance to react, I hacked into
you breastplate. I saw-you----· --;'7
smile, you knew that I was
doing the best thing for us.
Quickly, I removed your still
pulsating heart and devoured
it. The warm blood soothing
my soul as you lay there smil-
ing up at me. Now you are
truly bone of my bone and
flesh of my flesh. You will
always be a part of me. What
God has yoked together, let no
~ man break apart...
but they wouldn't be you. You
are the one for me. I do not
want anyone else. I contem-
plated what I would do to rec-
tify the sit.uation; That's when
you "carne into the room.
Suddenly things became crys-
tal clear to me. You appeared
to me as if you were an illu-
sion. Life became a dream. I
kissed you, that's when I saw
the blood on your hands. It
'told me that you had killed
before, and that you would kill.
agaIn..
The laws of nature hold that
.
brought me back to civiliza-
tion.
Everything was going smooth-
ly. Each day was even better.
than yesterday and left ·:us
eagerly anticipating tomor-
row. I was scared. I was so
scared. They joy we felt was
so intense that I was literally
afraid of it. . I felt guilty of
some severe sacrilege every-
time I smiled. Our passion
was treacherous, our happi-
ness was a .crime. I prayed
that it would never end and
then feared that God· would
answer my prayers. I was so
. high that I knew ·the plummet-would prove fatal.
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been fired and my heart was
off and running.
. .. . . "
"Look into my eyes and tell me what "t "s you see ...
-Bone Thugs-n-Harmony
sleep. If you were there, my the only thing that, is constant
night was restful, Without is change. Experience has
you by my side, I couldn't find taught me that if it is too good
sleep. You didn't try to change to be true, then it probably is.
me, together we naturally I knew that eventually you
. evolved; each day brought us would betray me. I became as
closer to one another. It was an artist and wished nothing
as ifwe could finish one anoth- more than to preserve the
ers' sentences, that's how in. moment. I wished to seize
tune we 'were. Soon we didn't control of time and hold yow
even have the need for that; love for me at the level that it
we could look into each other's was for all eternity. We'would.
eyes and know what was being eventually reach a peak and
communicated. The sound of then decline, our-love would
your heartbeat became the fire fade away. I couldn't bear the
in the hearth of a cozy .moun- thought of losing you. I must
tain inn. Your embrace was a have .you. with me forever, If the. only thing that. is con-
down comforter 01). .acold win- ,.... stant is ~~ange, .then I s~all
t~i. rright. -. · you· eyes became I came to the real~z~tlon t~at s~ek st~~l,lZ,tY.·through cycll~al
the . lighthouse beam that. unless I. took decisive actl?n revolution.... - .. .
serVed a&~gW.d&j.PIMWAlw.~t(llIW>L\;bVl~Ht4.J.9~lQ~ti5>lii!£S~ .-V~ to ~ ... ,d:t --~~~~i~l~"#ol~~jL~~f,1
was en£e~·lost at. s~a. __ You there are oth~!~~~.out_t~e~~, 3't9rlT .;)(?.1Jm ~~bl~ ob1)~~_ :)~r
Remember when we first met?
I've memorized every syllable
that was exchanged between
us.. I recall the look on your.
face, the angle at which you
tilted your head, theway you
covered your mouth~henyou
coughed and then apologized
so sweetly. In retrospect, it's
really amazing how you made
a simple cough seemso seduc-
tive, so sexy. A cough! You
had me from the moment .I
first; heard you speak. I was
your-sheep, I r~c9~z~d your
voice, and knew YOi.Yu81Gflo·JIRY
master:-Tliestarterpistol had
They say that ignorance is
bliss and I found out how true
that was when I met you. I
was convinced that I was truly
happy, but your eyes told me
the truth. There would be no
happiness for me without you..
You were happiness incarnate,
the catalyst to contentment.
Visid-rfs·of your-smil-e-bade-me
farewell as I sailed off into
slumber. Your kiss was the
sunshine that awakened me in
the morning. At dawn, the
thoughts ofyou that danced in
my head was my breakfast in
bed. You made me forget my
manners and I· always found






To me, love is simply the The smell of spring was
highest form of under- always upon your· breath;
standing. The mor'e you sweet blossoms that warmed
understand a person, the my heart over. The long walks
more. that you know them, in the park where we bared
the more you love them. our souls to each other. I
However, there is a thin declared that without you I
line between love and hate. would never be complete. You
The entity of love also has held me close to you and
two other components, replied that for you there was
that of hell and right. Love no other. I understood you,
will put you' through hell, you comprehended me, antici-
but with knowledge, every- -pated my needs and wants
thing will come out right. and fulfilled all of my desires.
Trials and tribulations .are We were destined to be with
a part of love, love is a part one another.
oflife.__~1)jalLan_d_t.rjbWE! .. _
tions are notlove however, So many nights, I've turned
and trials and tribulations over and reached for you in my
will not define life. How
we deal with our hell, our
trials and tribulations, will












Nick: 'I don't like to get into those
areas. American radio programs
worry about what pigeonhole they
want to throw you in. We just make
musIc. '
David: What's -it like in a day of The
Candyskins?
Nick: As a band? On this tour, we
got a nice coach bus that we sleep in
all day. Get up, stretch, yawn, break
wind, stop In trucker stops, have a
shower, eat high cholesterol
American food. 'Then, arrive at
venue, set gear up, go eat, eat too
much again, play, get hot and
sweaty, drink as many margaritas as
we can, get on bus, sleep, arrive at
next town, get up, scratch, fart,
yawn, and do it allover again.
David: What are the best things
about being in a band?
Nick: PlayStation is the mode of
relaxing. On this tour, :Ne just read
and listen to music.
Nick: Getting to traveL Getting. to
be a showoff and be paid for it..
David: And the worst things?
Niek: Waiting around and. getting
paid, having to try to explain to your
girlfriend for the 15th time how to
scrape up the rent money this month
because you've been dieked around
by someone or another.
. .
• .r. ~ _ •.. :
David: Any upcoming plans?
. Nick 1b try,~d ~y.in.Am~~ .
long as pOSsible" Without· ge~-





Nick: Well, we get European M'fV,
which isn't what it used to be. It's all
PUff Daddy every ten minutes, and
who wants to watch that? I mean,
nothing against Puff Daddy, but he
probably spends $10 million making
.these videos and it kills the excite-
ment of music for me.. There aren't
David: What famous artists or
bands have you met?
Nick: I'm a lazy son of a bitch. If I
had to get up everyday, I wouldn't.
That's why I have records coming
out every three years.
Nick: We have good friends in
Radiohead and Supergrass, both
of whom are from Oxford. Since .
we've been over here, Stabbing
Westward came to see us play.
Georgia Satellites came when we
played in Georgia. It's nice when
people tum out for the shows.
David: How would you describe
you~music?
David: If you had never been in a
band, what would you be doing --David: What does the band like to
W~ ~~~~
.~
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Nick.: WelL Sunday Morning Fever
was done over quite a long period of
time with different producers on it.
David: How does this album differ
from your last -album Sunday
Morning Fever?
are lots of interesting people. And be quite disciplined. It's hard, but
there-:-are lots· 9f. stories happeDiRg-nthe rewards .are great. Playing live i~_
around where w~ live. It's pretty the reward from the recording. You
open to question of what every song get to see the country for free.
is about. We don't like to be open, we
like people to dig in and find out· David: What's your take on MTV?
what the songs are all about.
David: Have you had any situations
where you've encountered a stalker
hanging out after the shows?
It kind of suffered from being a bit of .. toom_~youtlets for videos and stuff
hodgepodge. I should say' it was a on British TV anyway. Most of the
thing on different musical styles. programs are shut down because
And it was old songs and some new kids aren't interested. They want to
songs. We had to get that record out play computer games. I don't blame
of the way to make this new one. them.
This one was recorded over six
months from the actual writing of
the song to the finished product. We
also did this by ourselves, which was
another eye-opening experience. We
really enjoyed it.
Nick: Ah! We have several stalkers
on this U.S. tour, right? I can't name .
them, but they know who they are.
It's been not stalkers per se, but
we've been absolutely amazed. A
guy flew up from Florida for the New
York show. Two guys are flying from
Memphis to Columbus, Ohio to see
us. This guy followed US for four
days, coming up from Phoenix.
The Candyskins
David: Do you prefer playing live,-or
reem-ding songs in tbe~~o:.. · . -
··.·::<.;:;;;.~;,·::tg:;··::: .;::)~Z-.-;'.; ....~...:.;::::::.;.:.






David: How long were you signed
with Geffen Records?
David: It's confidential.
John: They picked up the option for
the third album and didn't let us
release it. With all the legal prob-
lems, it took awhile to get off of the
label.
David: How did the band get start-
ed?
David: I understand that you left
Geffen Records. Why was that?
•John: Just that they didn't cooper-
ate. We did one album and tour with
them. It went quite well, good
enough to do a second album. Then,
there was a staff change. They were
an independent when we signed, but
then they sold out to Sony. Sony
looked at their roster, at who was
selling records, and we weren't .sell-
ing enough. That was the bottom
line.
The Candyskins are out with a
new record entitled Death ofa Minor
TV Celebrity, the bank's· third
album, and first new release with .
Velvel Records. The Candyskins
were recently in New York for the
CMJ Festival. I had a chance to sit
down with them and talk about their .
new album.
- - -_.'---. ---.--
Mark: It's a stupid thing._ .
Nick: We all went to school together.
We'd been friends since we were 10
years old. And we had a high school
punk rock group and then we went
our. separate ways. We reunited in
1990 and formed The Candyskins.
David: How did you get the name
The Candyskins?
David: How did you sign with Velvel
Records?
Mark: Don't ask that. We don't
answer that.
Nick: The fickle finger of fate! We
have an independent company in
London called Ultimate Records. We
made this record, and then we
looked around for companies to put
it out in other countries. And that's
when we came across Velvel.
David: How does the scene In
Oxford, England differ from the
scene here in America?
Nick: We did two albums, so I think
it was five years.
Nick: The music in America's a bit
weird anyway. It's very compartmen-
talized. In Oxford, it's just a mish-
.mash of ·everything. There are a lot
of different bands playing on lots of
different nights of the week. You
could live in this country and hear
_~·..kind of music for the rest ofyour
.life ifyou're inclined to. I think it's a
bit sad because you should be able to
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-~- -A -stOryofT'rUe"Horror ---
By Spaceman By . .
The sun shines through my window. I cover my eyes with the blanket, but
it's no use. I'm awake. I take a used cigarette from the ashtray and put it
in my mouth, pretending I'm one of those drugged-out" rock star bitches.
Gazing upon my ugly reflection in the bathroom, I was infected with disgust.
I was insignificant...it bugged me. My eyes were baggier than .usual. I would
have blamed it on sleep deprivation, but this was ridiculous. .
Never mind. I managed to get dressed, despite my fatigue, in the same out-
fit I wore yesterday, No one will notice. NQ one ever does. I walk down the
stairs to the kitchen. Just another relatively quite day - how wonderfully
mundane. I pour out a- bowl of cereal. My mother is in the living room all
suited up and ready to go. Now, she's coming this way.
"Morning dear, did you sleep well last night?"
"Not really," I answered without looking up. I was trying to spell four-let-









"Honey, you're not looking so well. Your eyes look so baggy. Are you sure
you want to go to school today?"
"Yes, I have to see someone today, it's rather important."
"Well, take it easy." She walks out the door.
This year, my school is in walking distance from the house, making life a
little mote convenient, I guess. I take out a mirror from my bag. I look -even
worse than before, and today I have to meet with Derek. He'll understand,
he's very kind. I really liked his name. It sounds like a porn star's name -
which is what attracted me at first. I might as well break it off though. I
can't picture us as a couple. Besides, I don't think he likes girls with ultra
baggy eyes. Perhaps I need a facial or something.. .like a facelift.
Finally, I get to school. Everything is the same as it was yesterday, but
that's how it is in a dead town like this. Everyone is flaky, but then, I'm a
little flaky myself. I see the same friends - all of them make me sick. They
move towards me like a big blob.
"Hi, how are you doing?" asks Christine, like the general of an army.
"Horrible," I replied.
"I guess you didn't get much sleep last night." Now she's being a bitch.
"Why do you say that?" I asked, like I didn't know.
"Your eyes...you look like a dog!"
I walked into the prison rather self-conscious. I tried to cover my face, but
nearly everyone seemed to notice. By fifth period, my head started hurting..
I felt like dying, so I buried my face in the desk. The teacher came over to
me.
"What's wrong?" she asked in her usual polite manner. '
"My head, around the eyes - it's all burning up."_I said weakly.
I dragged myself and my books to the school nurse. She said that the pain
had to do with the bagginess around my eyes. She called my mother, who
arrived instantly. We drove straight to the doctor.
We didn't have to wait too long to see the physician, which surprised me.
He hardly spoke, as it must have been obvious as to why I was there. After
taking a few X-rays, he returned with startling news.
"Well Miss, I think we've found the problem. It all came out in the X-rays,"
he said, quite concerned. I was rather relieved that there was actually a
problem, and that it wasn't my imagination. I was relaxed for a few seconds,
but then I tensed up again. -'"
"So, what's wrong," I asked.
"The-way I figure it, while you were sleeping, a bug crawled. up your nose
...:aftd.WEl-itB-eggs. in-your-eye sockets!" --:. -~ _: . _~ __- _ ..__-_-: _::_-_-:- --::--,:,,:_,
:-------_._------+--- -----
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Jerry: We know each other. I don't
know too many people in show busi-
ness; I don't hang around with any of
them. First of all, I live in Chicago,
so the only ones I'd be around with
are Oprah and Jenny Jones. We
see each other at functions, and
Oprah's a lovely lady - she's always
very nice to me and I don't have a
bad word to say about her - but we
don't hang out.
Sy: One last question: Level with me
Jerry, what is the sexist part of your
body?
Sy: Your talk show is currently the
highest rated talk show, even out-
ranking Oprah. Is there a comrade-
ly between you and your fellow talk
show hosts, or is it strictly competi-
tive?
on television should reflect society as
we do.
Jerry: (laughs) Oh my gosh...the
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of Jews and no one had a television
set. It wasn't television that created
the racism in the world. They used
to hang African-Americans from the
_trees in the South before anyone had
television. Television does its best
when it exposes everything that
happens in society - the condition of
it. Only then are we doing our job.
Our show, to that extent, is demo-
cratic because we show what is nor-
mally not seen on television.
Virtually everything on American
television is from a white middle
class perspective. If you have an
African-American show, you're not
on the mainstream networks, unless
you're Bill Cosby and put together
a family that looks like it's white
upper middle class. That was the
only thing that mainstream
American television was willing to
accept. Generally, if you look at tel-
evision, it's all these nicely scrubbed
wealthy kids - no one ever has a job
and you wonder how they live in
these great apartments. So !low, we
have our show, which is at exactly
the opposite end of the -eontinuum.
We should see that on television too,
though--I -would hate-for every show derry:--(laughs) Because it's the sec-
- to be iike-ours-~ that:-WOtlld be-mis--· -omt-biggestpart of-my ho'dy!-- - :- _.':
leading also. Certainly, some shows
.-
By Vanessa Singh lyst of reason, and Stoker as an
Author TOlD: Holland draws upon added anchor of pausibility, Holland
myth and legend, weaving together explores the odd-couple marriage of
fact and fiction in his novel, Slave mystery and horror. He -approaches
of My Thirst, a well-spun tale of the horror genre with the same logi-
the fantastic. cal scientific rationale that Michael
In the late 1800's, a terrible Crichton used to make Jurassic
plague surfaces high in the Indian Park a compelling piece that
Himalayas, turning the afflicted worked. Holland's monsters' are
into nothing more than animated much more alluring and thought-
corpses. A party ventures into the provoking because of the suspense
infected territory, and only a small that builds up before the dark and
handful- survive the bizarre ordeal. ghastly abominations rear their gris-
But what they witnessed, they "ly heads.
wouldn't dare tell.' Slave of my Thirst is filled with
Among the survivors is one stead- many lush, rich descriptions, which
fast and pragmatic doctor of science unlike an Anne Rice novel, never
who approaches each situation seems too wordy while still seeming
using the most logical and analyti- just as vivid. The book's most corn-
eal of methods, like a detective pelling feature is _its unique sus-
bridging the gap between mystery pepse-thriller element, which is not
& horror. The good doctor returns found in most stalk & sip vampire
to England and tries to put the novels.
frightening curiosities of India Holland's work is dark, alluring and
behind him but finds that he cannot provocative. He puts myth and lore
when similar mysteries begin to under the harsh glare of modern sci-
unfold in his his very own backyard ence, and still comes up with the
including th e appearance of a dead- same result: monsters are real, and
--- -ly--beauty who-seems to be the key to scientifically proven-!-- In his clever
all of the answers he so pining after. but slightly archaic style, Holland
Accompanied by none other than does for _ vampire novels what
Bram Stoker, Dr. Eliot searches Stephen King, did for horror. This
for the elusive answers which seem is a must read for vampire buffs!
t~ be laying right under /:..: :.:.;.: :.:_ -,_..:-_-.:._,.,:..-;-:;:~.:-
hIS nose. >::~, :-, J~:
Holland plays up the -··-·'::::'::h. '''_'''''-<~:: -.-:... :~. :'-
suspense with his inno-
vative styling. Holland
teases the reader by toy-
ing with the possible
existence of ungodly
things that 'go bump in
th-e night~· He alludes t
the notion of the, super-<:.
natural more often than'''':.
than letting the blood-
thirsty monsters romp
about, running amuck.
Using the lovable but
stuff Dr. Eliot as a cata- Tom Holland
I v-
(-
Slave of My Thrist:








.i_l. I J J 'tI.~.:.. ...J. ........i~. _..'"",t ,__,- \ I" L .....f ., b.tl:
carried away.
Arthur: S'okay.
Coozer: Do you get pissed when
people take too many samples?
v
Arthur, the man who. hands out free .
Bourbon Chicken., was fired shortly after
this~ interview took place.
Coozer: What are some things you
learned from working here? .
Arthur: Yeah, I'm single. And,
umm, a 'stud. So come visit me at
the Cajun Big Easy..
Arthur: Always be prepared. Make
sure you have enough chicken on
your plate,.and always have enough
toothpicks. .
Coozer. I· want you' to .~.··that
your service here is ~·appteci-.
ated. Do .you have any final eom-
menta?
Coozer: Have you had any trouble
with anti-meat people?
'. . ,
Arthur: Nope, not even dirty looks.
In fact people usually thank me. I
was even tipped TWICE! .A 'dollar
each time!!
Arthur: I want to kill them. They're
greedy and they take advantage of
--my generosity.-After they walk by-
four times I start to get pissed.
. ----- ..
Arthur, the Man Who Hands Out
Free Bourbon Chicken'
Arthur: Sometimes I feel stupid.
..
Arthur: It's what I get paid for.
Plus, I' can s~d~e and meet
(meat) people.





Claudia: (loosens rope and opens the car door) Fuck you daddy. I'm going to
a place where I'Il never have to see you again. (jumps off bridge and dies)
Policeman: (speaks through megaphone) Alright Speedy, pull over or welI










Boy: Hey dad, . look!
I've caught this
massive fish!
(The Police shoot at Jason's car. The car swerves off the bridge.)
Scene 4: Five years later, under the bridge, early morning-. A boy
and his father are fishing. . .
Coozer: Never, NEVER feel stupid.
.You are doing such a great service
and you should be proud..
.Coozer: Why is it that you do what
you do?
.. Arthur: Umm, Okay. Thanks.
By Adam. Coozer .
I can't think of any job that's cool-
er than handing out free meat on a
toothpick to passerby mall-walkers.
I, a mall-walker myself: know how
.important these meat pushers are to
society. There have been plenty of
times when I've been. broke and
hungry and . survived tha_nks __t~_
-those-little ine-atsarnples~And who
hasn't played the game "Let's See
How Many 'limes I Could Walk By
and Take a Sample Before They
Realize I Keep Walking By and
Taking Samples"?
With tape recorder and camera in
tow, I pursued an interview with
Arthur, Meat Sample Dude at the
Cajun Big Easy in Green Acres








A Story ofGood Parenting .Gone Wrong .
By SpacemaD Sy . . Sabrina. I'm a Harvard graduate! Besides, once we cross this bridge welI
Note: I wrote this mini-play in the ninth grade. My English teacher, Mrs.' . be. home. And as for you, you shittypieee ·of slut...wnat the"'flick are you
Seger, was shocked by the content but admired my creativity. I received an doing?
"A," of course. Reading ~his, one may think I was a fucked up kid. I was,
though you must admit, it's funny as hell.
Jason: Didn't you take them? Wait, you don't think...
Mary Ann: 1 thought you had them..
(Both run upstairs to Claudia's room. They open the door to find her missing.
There is a rope ladder hanging out the window.)
MaryAnn: That cunning little bitch! She stole the car! What should we do?
PrevioU8l~ in Scene 1: Suburbia, early evening. Claudia wishes to borrow
Jason and MaryAnn's new car. A violent argument ensues when the parents
refuse. Jason and Mary Ann ground their teenage daughter. Claudia vows
revenge.
Jason: Do you think we were too hard on her?
Claudia: I don't know,
we could be arrested
Dori: You mean the onei . .
that guy showed you? /) :.:/
Sabrina: Shut
bitch.
Jason: 1 know, but she's so young.
(The iohoresome four-
some has entered the -, ~ .. :.: .... <"::: ····7 .".1
club, and they nonc.ha- . \. r : \ .' ~l. ~ ',. ". . " ...: e
lantly start dancing. I . ,. .
Claudiaespecially has seemed to forget about all her problems.
around and gasps in shock.. .her father has found herl)
Jason: You dumb little girl. Get home now, Claudia!
Sabrina: (steps in-between Claudia and Jason) ~o way man, she's stayin'
with us. You got a problem, boy?· ..
Jason: (slaps· Sabrina and grabs Claudia) You stu~id little slut! Get home
now, Claudia!
Jamie: She's bleedin'! Yo man, those cops are gonna get you. Yo Police!
Police!
(Outside of the club, Jason drags Claudia to his station wago'!'. He ties
Claudia to the passenger seat with a piece .ofro~. Jason starts drioing home,
but it isn't' long before the police are on his tail.)
Claudia: Daddy, you c~'t do thi~! ~rspol~e sirens) They're. gonna catch
you daddy, then they'll kill you 'til you re dead. . .
'-'-'-~"-----~_.'~.-:--_ .. ·.As..__·-:-~f. ~Y.-~n.e-.. w~u1~_·b~ii~v~-_~~t~~~~j~~_n~i¥I" ~~zer~-aut,.4idn.~ mea'\dtol.get '_._. _~ __. .__ ..__.. ~ __Jason:-~getrealt.. __ .._.
Scene 2: Jason, Mary Ann. and Claudia have just had a heated argument.
The parents discuss the evening's events at the dinner table. "-
Mary Ann: No way, she deserved what she got.
Jason: Okay, (looks around; confused) Do you have the keys to the car?
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Jason: (thinks for a moment) You stay here, I'll go to the club and find her.
Boy; is sheHgolIig·tc:i~be=iD.trouble~·w1ien-lgetto nero ..... .. .
Scene 3: Outside a club, late evening. Claudia, Sabrina, Dori and Jamie
drive to their fauorite hot spot. The four devise a plan to sneak into the club,
as they are all underage and broke.











have their animal friends put them in ovens and then put them. on plates
and serve themselves to us." _
'''"NHAT THE HELL ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?!"
" ·"Forget it. Could I just pay for this now?" I really didn't want my wonder-
ful trip to end on such a sour note, on account of some dumbass carrot-hug-
ger. . .
"~O! I DON'TH.AVE TO SELL THIS TO YOU. IN FACT, I THINK 1'1\1
GOING TO HAVE TO ASK YOU TO LEAVE."
That's when my New York-centr'icism kicked in. Y'know, that's the force
that separates us normal New Yorkers from the rest of the fucking crazy
world. Sass' New Yorkness carne out too, and even more so~ because she was
raised in Bensonhurst. .
"Listen bitch," I snarled, "Sell me the fucking magnet or I swear by Christ
I will make sure this place is so fucking trashed yer boss will think a bomb
hit it, so cut the shit you fucking anorexic cow-sucking... Bostonian!"
"Yeah, you cunt!" said the ever eloquent Sass. .
The cashier bit her lip, and quietly rang me up. I think she wanted to cry.
"$8.70," she whispered. I threw a ten on the counter and walked out.
During the four hour trip home, I thought about all the grief that vegetaf-
ians put us poor meat-eaters through. We don't ask for trouble. All we want
is to be treated equally and with'respect. Eating meat is a personal choice,
one in which we are aware of the moral decisions involved. The fact that we
continue to practice our beliefs in the face of such oppression, opposition and
stupidity from the non-meat folk warrants respect. I plea to all of you out
there to open your minds, look at a hamburger, and give yourselves a new
perspective.
I am not responsible for the animal's death. And I refuse to let. that meat
go to waste. By not partaking, we are turning that killing into a senseless
act. I plea to you all to eat meat, and end this waste that the vegetarians
created.
And besides, meat is yummy.
Rudie Takes A Drug Test
. -- I was told at my new job thatL was required to.take a drug test. . Weird
thing is that my new job is at a ... please don't laugh... women's shoe store. I
know no shame. But hey, it's full-time work that will keep me off these dan-
gerous, seedy suburban streets. So I said, OK, that's cool, figuring they'd
take a strand of hair or something. No .... they wanted urine.
Now if you're like me, you can't pee on demand. Knowing this, I prepared
myself by drinking the rest of my Tropicana Ruby Red Grapefruit Juice, a
peach Snapple,and about half a gallon of water. I drove into Queens to this
Medical Center, and gave the receptionist this form from the shoe store.
"OK, young man. Go through those doors." I went through the doors, and
there stood the cutest, hottest nurse I've ever seen.
You know how on TV all the nurses are these hot chicks, and in real life
they're old, or even worse, men? Well, standing in front of me was proofthat
TV-life WAS real, those nurses are foxes and there are always happy end-
ings. Shehanded me this little plastic cup.andtold me .to.go into the bath-
room. I go into the bathroom, and S~E'S STANDING RIGHT OUTSIDE~
THE DOOR! I opened the door a little to peak, and she's still there. Great,
I thought. Because not only can't I pee on demand, but I certainly can not if
someone, especially this foxy-chick lady, is within earshot. So I stood there,
with my pants around my ankles, holding a cup under my unit. To make
matter worse, directly in front of me was a full-sized mirror. One-way, I
thought, paranoid as all hell and knowing I wouldn't be able to go t~ough
with it.
I stood there for ten minutes holding my limp dick. I was so frustrated I
wanted to cry. I zipped up and opened the door. 'The nurse was standing
impatiently right outside.
"Umm, I'm really sorry," I said, "but I just can't do it." She gave me a dis-
appointed look and said, "That's all right honey, a lot of guys. can't perform
theIr' first time."-Hana:· N<),snere-anysaIa,-aiid1D a very nastYvoice:"LOok. -
I gotta leave in FIVE MINUTES. I won'tbeback until NEXT MONDAY;ana
I really don't think your job wants to wait that long. SO START PEEING!!"
I let out a yelp and locked myself in the bathroom. ,I took another cup and
drank cup after cup from the sink.. I drank and drank and drank.. I drank
about 60 or 70 little cupfuls of water. By that point, not only couldn't I pee,
but I also felt like I was going to throw up.
I looked at my watch and thought about what to do. I considered mastur-
bating. See, I always have to urinate after I orgasm, a natural defense mech-
anism, built-in to prevent after-sex snuggling and cuddling. But then I
thought, "well what if they analyze my urine and find huge traces of sperm?"
Then they'll KNOW what I did. Not to mention the mirror might be a one-
way., "Well, what if," I thought, "1 got just a little bit excited, just enough to
help me pee?" So I started to fantasize. We are now going into fantasy-
mode, which, in pure pornographic-fashion, is in italics:
"I'm sorry, I just can't do it," I say to her. IIAw, that's too bad," she says. "Is
there anything I can do to help?"
"Well," I say, "I'm always able to go after I orgasm..."
"OOOH!" she squeals in delight. "I can certainly help you with that!" And
we walk into the bathroom together. She gets down on her knees and puts her
arms around my legs. She takes me into her mouth. Suddenly, I'm poking
her in the butt. Her-back is to me but I can see in the mirror, the pleasure-On
her face.' And so on.... '.
While fantasizing, instead of masturbating, I was punching myself in the
bladder. Hard. I felt a tingle beginning to· happen. I thought about the
immense volume of liquid inside me and grabbed the cup, not a second too
late. A mighty stream erupted from me and blasted into the puny cup, mak-
ing me lose both the grip on my cup and my balance. Pee ricocheted every-
where. Off the cup, off the toilet, off the floor, off the mirror... it was a real
mess. I caught the. rest in another cup and zipped up. I looked around the
wet room. It looked like one of those misused Woodstock II Porta-Potties. I
was thoroughly embarrassed and I almost burst into tears. I opened the
door a crack and slipped out quietly, shutting the door behindme very quick-
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A Plea from. the Carnivores
As pressure from school, work, and 'zine mounted, I did what any man with
pride would do - I called in sick, unjacked my phone, and took the. next
Greyhound out to Boston, where I promptly forgot all about responsibilities
and drank Guinness until I turned Irish. It was there, in that hazily remem-
bered town that the ultimate insult to meat-eaters occurred. Let me take
you back to last weekend...
Sass and I were walking down Newbury Street, 'which is like Bleecker
except cleaner and with no NYU kids to offer you opiu n. It was my last day
in that paradise, which meant I had some last minute gift hunting to do for
my family. '. .
"Where the hell am I going to find gifts?" I asked before walking past a shop
whose sign just said, "GIFTS." I entered the quaint establishment and scru-
tinized the mugs, the salt-water taffy, and the personalized nameplates
("Fuck, they NEVER have Sass!" quoth a pissed-off Sass). I settled on a mug
that said "Boston," a T-shirt that said "Boston," and a box of "Boston Salt-
Water Taffy." I brought my junk up to the register, where a pasty, anorexic-
looking girl waited impatiently. .
AAdam! Wait!" Sass found the refrigerator magnets - a staple gift iten:»-
for all traveling occasions. I perused the magnets, found them either too
lame or too expensive, and shook my head. As I twirled the stand around,
something fell and landed on Sass' foot. She picked it up and al~ost fell to
the ground laughing. She held the magnet up to me... It was a picture of a
guy slicing raw, red meat and it said, "Screw Vegetarians... Let's Eat Meat!"
The perfect gift... for me. . .
I went to pay for it, and that's when all hell broke loose. The skinny reg-
ister chick looked at it and said, "OH! OH! SCREW VEGETARIANS, HUH?
LET'S EAT MEAT, HUH?" She repeated that a couple of times: How uno-
. . a1 .
~ai's right," I calmly ~aid (no point in raising my voice; gotta rise above
it, y'knoW?). "Screw Vegetarians. Meat is cool."
"MEAT IS COOL?!?!! MEAT IS MURDER!!"
I sighea. When wmv-eggie~eaas-te-am?· "No, see, there~qu'rewrong. ani-
mais- want to be eaten. Ifwe.didn't.kilkthem, the~wou1d..1qllthe~\JeEt.and~
I
My Experiences with Ska and Gynecology
The time: last week. The place: A nice little apartment in Boca Raton, .
Florida.
Yessir~ I was visiting my grandparents in the Sunshine State, which has
always been really fun forme. There's something magical. about Florida....
The warm weather, the sailboats passing by the apartment, strolling down
the beach at two in the morning and stopping to pick up unique shells...
Although Boca is really one big rest home, and therefore not as exciting as
Fort Lauderdale or Miami, there were still activities to do, and even if we
didn~t go out, just sitting by the pool and listening to my Walkman was vaca- .
tion enough.
As you can tell from my blatant use of foreshadowing (such as talking about
having fun in Florida in the past tense), you can tell I didn't have a good time
this year. The weather was so cloudy and dismal all week long that going
outside was foolhardy. Well, that's OK, I thought; I still have my Walkman.
CRASH! I dropped the fucking thing on the first day and the headphones
broke. That's OK, I thought, I can still play Scrabble with Grandma. And
Scrabble I played, and played, and played.
By the third day, I was going out of mind. I found myself near the end of
.my rope, ~J was clearlY_on the brink of madness. My grandI!1a was sorta
.scared and suggested I go down to the apartment's library and take some.
"books.
Now, this "library" is nothing more than a closet full of books that the other:
people in the building don't want anymore. Every book was a fucking Agatha
Christie mystery. Old people love mysteries - it makes them feel smart, I
guess. I searched some more and some titles that depressed me were
"Surviving Your Husband," "Grow Old With God," and "Sex After 65." And
then it happened. I selfishly snatched it up, a twinkle glimmering in my eye.
It was, "Orgasm: A Woman's Guide to Sexual Fulfillment." "Cool," I thought,
maybe there'll be some pictures.
I started reading the first chapter that gave a technical overview on the
vagina. Soon, I was drawn into the text and fascinated with all the complex
mechanics of the female anatomy. I never thought that I'd be so interested-
It was like that joke: How do you get a girl to orgasm? Answer: Who cares?
.Yet suddenly I did care, not just about orgasms, butabout the entire beard-
ed clam. Awe can not come close to describing the feeling that came over me
as I read the chapters on society and women, hygiene, and vibrators.
I knew then and there what I wanted to do with my life, the changes I
wanted to make. I wanted to become a woman.
"You can't become a woman!" Grandma panicked. "I'd be so embarrassed;
everyone would know. Why don't you just become a gynecologist? They
make good money, and I can tell everyone that my grandson is a doctor."
That made sense. Yes, a gynecologist, that's what 111 do. And so, gentle








J • .:ICENYA2B-PIOUS Co
-Christine
eerysingle day
I learn to hate Accounting
More and more and more...
Even for country people
we had no need for hellos.
The smoke that circled your chair, your state
revented nothing. Shielded nothing.
Touched when our eyes made contact




For a week afterwards no knees were needed
to take me where I wanted to go. I kept you
(a statue robed in surrender)
and your concordat sacred,
et shaking in my mind.
Without apology I lived seated.
I read the things I love
and wrote the things I feel.
ow, in earnest genuflection,
I ask for fear again despite its love.
Wuh this mass ofmemory so pure
I, like a beggar and his compromise,
lie in waiting welcome for the cure.
"Untitled"
EVERY TIME I SPEAK I SEE THE WORDS TUMBLE OUT OF MY
MOUTH , '
BEGIN TO WONDER IF A TIME WILL COME WHEN] WILL NO
LONGER KNOW WHAT TO SAY TO YOU...
WHEN ALL OF THE EMOTION IN MY BODY WILL
BECOME MUTE BECAUSE I HAVE SHOWN IT ALL
BEFORE
~--------.--------rCANVASS ALL TlfE CONVERSATIONS WE HAVE HAD TO ISOLATE
L THE THINGS I WANT TO SAY TO YOU -- THE THINGS I NEED
TO SAY
, I HAVE SAID TO YOU THAT MY EYELIDS ARE GM'EWAYS
TO YOUR RECIPROCATED SOUL
HAVE SAID TO YOU THAT LOVE AT BEST IS AN INCH OF THE
CURTAINS OF YOUR HAIR -- THE TRESSES OF WHICH COVER MY
~CEWl7'H INCENSE TILL I AWAKE IN THE MORNING
I HAVE SAID TO YOU THAT IF I DO NOT WISH FOR'INFINI-
TY THEN I HAVE DISHONORED OUR INTRINSIC RIGHT TO KISS
THE HEAVENS
I HAVE SHOWN YOU THAT WHEN THE WIND BLOWS, IT BLOWS
ME TO YOU
I HAVE SHOWN YOU THAT EVERY SHIVER YOU HAVE MY
UPS WILL BLANKET -- IN THAT BLANKET THE SEEDS OF
TOMORROW WILL SPAWN.
HAVE SHOWN YOU THAT I CAN MAKE THE SUN SING AT NIGHT
I WANT TO BE THE ONE PHING THAT IS RIGHT IN YOUR
UFE
WANT TO ALWAYS FEEL THAT FIERCE GRASP OF YOUR FINGERS
-- DEMANDING THAT I NEVER LEAVE
AND UFE REALLYNEVER MATI'ERED UNTIL I MET YOU
ECAUSE PRIOR TO OUR ENCOUNTER, WHOEVER SHOUTED
THAT TOMORROW IS A NEW DAY WAS A LIAR.
FOR THE DAYS ARE THE EXTENSION CORDS OF UFE --
THE UNITERS OF OTHERWISE JAGGED EMOTIONS
OR INSTANCE, I TRY-TO FORGET THAT AT SOME TIME
YOU MUST HAVE AD()RED ANOTHER
I TRY TO REMEMBER THAT YOU BELONG TO ME
THAT THIS PAIN IN MY 7'HROAT IS REALLYA DESIRE TO HAVE
MY THROAT CARESSED
THAT EVERY HAND REACHING TO ME ONLY PUSHES ME
INTO THE TRIANGLE OF YOUR SMILE
BUT WHY SHOum ANY OF THIS MATTER NOW -- NOW THAT WE
TURNING MY BLOOD INTO YOURS
I WANT TOF~ ONLYIF YOULL GRAB ME
TO BECOME BUND ONLYIF YOrrLL GUIDE ME
I CONFESS THAT 1 HAVE TRIED TO SWINDLE SATAN INTO
CITING ALL OF YOUR UES TO ME
SINCE I WAS LA(JGHED AT1 WILL NEVER KNOW IF YOU HAVE
SECRETS FROM ME OR IF SATAN IS UPROARIOUSLY DIS-
GUSTED IN YOUR PURITY
IN MYATI'EMPT TO WALK TO you, THUMBTACKS FRE-
QUENT TO PIERCE MY SKIN -- BUT OUR BLOOD HEALS ME AND
'NEWS ME ONCE AGAIN .
AND ALL THE WORDS I lfAVE SAID TO YOU COME TUM-
LING OUT ONCE AGAIN -- AND WHEN OUR KNEES STARE AT
CH OTHER ONCE AGAIN, OUR INTERLOCKED ARMS RUB THE
EANING OF.TRUE LOVE iNTo THE AIR: .. -
THE SECRET OF LOVE IS BBLEBV1NG THERE IS BEAUTY
IN REPETITION.
But passion grew tired.
Sirens like childish lullabies
-4n'J',R.,de-me dr6U:JSY;- .~ --
Back to sleep I went,
back in search ofdreams,
back like a well-worn habit.
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-Dermot Hannon
I[ S7nile
I,smile because I am angry,
,I smile because I am sad,
I smile because it's meant
to release chemicals
to pollute these emotions.
But mainly I smile,
because I never want to show
how much you piss me off.
. .
-MARLON "I SEE IT" HOLFORD..
-I am acting a foql."
ou have siiid time and time again




1alone in this cruel world,
"GENOCIDE"
what can i do, iny power is limited
when i speak out my tongue gets held
'ghtin' against each other is the only way
some blacks know how to rebel
we blame the system for holding us back
but time and time again all we hear is
"black on black"
when we can understand unity
a lesson will finally be learned
it's funny we ain't realize it yet from all the
crosses they dun burned
but is my power so limiteds
can my mind oversee the dilution?
a selfnigga callini- watermelon, koolaid, chicken eatin'stereo-
type
that has caused us much confusion.
it's a genocidal-brainwashing-system
that recycles itself without the birth of wisdom
Martin saw it within a dream
and Malcolm knew it took by any means
but they were silenced
now all blacks scream
or someone who can relate to the-young black teen
and tell him he's the hope
cause its' him whom them fear
but let him know he's endangered
so he has to beware
tell him. listen- car-efuUy - - -- --
don't be deaf to things that you hear
and blind to what you see
read the papers and watch the news on t.v
and notice how a black is being blamed for
crimes repeatedly
and understand what they are doing is called
reverse psychology.
it's hard for a manipulated mind to think on its own
cause from ever since day one you were taught to perform like a
drone
"form a line and stand in size order"
tell you, "praise Lincoln, he freed the slaves"
but neglect to mention it was only to increase the border
NUTHIN FOR FREE
WE AINT FREE
living in projects and tenements
with no way to escape
condemned in these brain freeze environments
brother thinks he's got power cause he collects the rent
what do tFiey callJ'Ou? Mr. superintendent
them pipes and snake them drains
so downward freely can flow my people's pains
cause when one ofus gets some fame
we think its all fine
i just want you all to remember
WE WERE SLAVES IN 1789!!!!!





Spaceman Sy: Girl, .you need to drop that man like a bad cold. 'nuff said.
Mr. One-Track Mind
I know this guy who thinks about nothing but sex. He keeps on buying me
gifts even though I already rejected him twice. HoilJ can I get rid ofhimi'
He is constantly calling me, and I'm too nice to tell him to "get lost." What
should I do?
-Nice Girl
(Note: These are real answers to real questions. Ifyou are in anywayoffend-
ed, please email meatkiro21@Yahoo.com.)
Brooklyn Boy: Yea 'bug. Shoot them niggas down!
Reprazentin'
I've got a problem, I love Rap and R&B, but my friends think that my taste
in music sucks. Please tell me what to do?
-Ghetto Superstar
Brooklyn Boy: Dammit, girl! How can you like that shit?
Junebug: You are not the only one who has this problem. I have friends that
listen to different things as well and say the same thing about my music.
Everyone is entitled to his or her own opinion. What they say should not
affect your taste in music. It's only an OPINION! Keep listening to what you
like and tell your friends if you have nothing nice to say, don't say it at all,
regardless of what it is about.
Kiro Talk: I once knew this girl who got half of a tattoo on her pelvis
area...And I ...Well the only time you could see the full picture, was when my
pelvis met with her... Ok! That was my tattoo story for this week! You know
tattoos are permanent. What ifyou break up with this guy? Would you want
your next boyfriend to see "I love Bob" on your arse? There are many ways
to prove one's love without permanently scarring your body. I'm not going to
get explicit, again so use your imagination! Remember! SAFE SEX IS BET-
TER THAN NADA SEX!
Spaceman Sy: Girl, you need to drop that man like a bad cold. 'nuff said.
Spaceman Sy: Girl, you need to drop that man like a bad cold.
Miss Ivana: Yo, I'm Brooklyn Boy's girlfriend, makin' a guest spot. Listen
itch; suckthantgga dry. Get-the cashandrurr.r.a restraining order would
be good too, 'ight?
Gay Boy: I let my boyfriend autograph my dick and my ass with a ballpoint
pen and that's it. Maybe doing the same would satisfy his urge to see his
name on your body. Remember, tattoos last forever. Herpes lasts forever ...a
relationship like this won't.
Kiro Talk: If he thinks about sex and not you, then you're just a gas station
to him. He comes in, pumps you up , and then drives away. You don't want
that. You shouldn't have accepted his gifts to begin with. In acceptance, you
give him a small "hint" of a chance that you're interested, which will cause
him to pursue you even more. Stop being a nice girl and be a realistic girl.
Ten him that it's not going to work out. Nice girls generally get hurt a lot, so
you better deal with this soon. If that doesn't help, change your phone num-
ber or get a restricting order on him.
Spaceman Sy: Or get really turned on and hunt her down like the psycho
he most definately is.
Miss Ivana: Fuck you, I ought to take Spaceman's advice and drop your ass
like a bad cold!
Brooklyn Boy: Noway Sy, I think she should return the flirtation. He'll
probably freak out and leave her alone.
Tattoo Tramp
Hi! My boyfriend wants me to get a tattoo to prove that I love him. I'm not
really sure that I want to do this. Please tell me what should I do. Thank you.
-Confused
Brooklyn Boy: You lying sonofabitch! I bet no such thing ever happened to
you. Hey people, Kiro don't be getting' none!
Miss Ivana: Girls, what types of sick men have you been sleepin' with? Any
descent men out there? Give me a call.
Miss Ivana: Hip-hop is the illest shit. Fuck that mainstream crap. I per-
sonally can't wait for the new Foxy Brown shit to drop.
Spaceman Sy: Girl, you need to drop that man like a bad cold.
Brooklyn Boy: Hey!
I Email us:c.onfuchsia@hotmail.com I
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Can't Get No Satisfaction!
I'm a girl in one of Baruch's sororities (1 won't mention which one in fear of
retaliation). My boyfriend has only two basic sexual positions! I love him very
much, but I'm getting sexually bored and I'm thinking of leaving ifhe doesn't
learn how to give me an orgasm soon! By the way, are Kiro and Kim Talk an
item?
-Sorority Girl
Kiro Talk: My heartgoes out to you my friend. I'm sorry to say, but you were
a victim of date rape. Even though the majority of date rape victims are
women, the male population is not immune. Perhaps due to pride or some-
thing, most men won't talk about it. What she slipped you was probably an
animal tranquilizercaIfed a '1fO<JF~~ also known as the "D
DRUG." Please, I recommend you see the Baruch Counseling Center (802-
6840) and also Helpline (802-6795). Both these services are available at
Baruch and they are FREE. And I recommend that you tell your boyfriend
about what happened. And if he truly cares about you, he should help you
through this. Please also remember this was none of your fault. So please,
don't blame yourself, my friend.
IUro Talk: Another explicitly sexually graphic question! You people know
that I'm not a certified sex therapist! (LOL) A classic question, but a very
common problem. I can't draw pictures, or this will turn into a porno page!
(LOL!)
Psycho the Rapist
I'm a gay black male. While attending a party, someon; ''''~d something in
my drink and I passed out. And when I awoke the next ... '?)g, I found
myself next to this skanky, butt-ass ugly female. When I had fou, ' .. what
had happened between us, I threw up on her and ran out of the roou. Ielt
so violated. I don't know how to deal with this now. And my boyfriend does-
n't know about this yet, how should I tell him?
-Violated
Ed:ito~'s Note: Girl TalkIBoy Talk deals mature themes which may be
objectionable to some readers. If you aresensitiue to such material please
skip this page... '
Kim Talk: I agree, Kiro. I'm sorry that this incident occurred too, and it real-
ly saddens me that people would go so far as to slip someone drugs just to
satisfy their own pathetic needs. Now you have to deal with the situation. I·
hope that you will be strong enough to take all the necessary actions, but I
know it's difficult and if you're unsure as to what to do now. As Kiro men-
tioned, there are free services at Baruch that are trained to deal with these
.situatione. What happened to you is indeed rape. Ifyou know that girl at all,
you'll have to decide if you want to press charges. It's up to you, but at the
very least it is important that you report the crime. I also agree that you
should tell your boyfriend. He has a right to know, and hopefully he'll be a
great source of support throughout the rest of this ordeal. Good luck, and
take care.
Reverse Cow~rLMale in sitting position (a chair is a good item to use).
Male enters from the back, female is facing forward. Then gently stride back
and forth. Male places hands around the females shoulders or around the
hips for support.
LateraLEntx:Y: Male and female lie side by side facing each other. Raise
one of the female's legs and enter sideways. This will provide both partners
with more time to caress, kiss, and achieve a slower orgasm.
Reverse 69: (Female must be flexible!) Male in the standing position,
female is upside down, facing the male's legs. The clitoral area is facing the
male while the male gentile area is facing the female.
Breast Sex: (Use some baby oil! Not cooking oill) While stimulating the
areola area, the male places his member between the female's breast.
Proceed to gently rock back and forth while stimulating the areola area too!
(This is very important!) Soon a "Pearl Necklace" will be achieved as well.
Flyin~ Camel: Female is lying on her back, male takes her from behind
from your knees. Balance yourself without using your arms to prop yourself
up. Then flap your arms and howl like a wolf. .
If after reading this your boyfriend does not improve his performance, I rec-
ommend sexual therapy for both of you. And if that doesn't work, seek
another boyfriend. Remember, it is better to be sexually knowledgeable than
not.
On an unrelated note...Kim is stunningly beautiful! Yes! And no, Kim and
J I are not an item. But thank you for helping m~\~\5~;_~~~~~~~:ptor.OK







the miracle answers we always
crave. Take what you read. and
experiment with .. jt. ~ye~t~ally,
after some time, you'llfind the work-
out that works for you. You'll find
the supplements that work best in
your body, the best schedule for
working out .depending on your
schedule, what works better,
machine weights or free weights or
both, where you should work out,
and what kind of exercises to do.
When you figure all this out, you'll
be set and. you can achieve your
goals.
So get cracking, feel the adrenaline
~ through your body as you pre-
pare for the workout ahead and I'll
see you at thegym - or then again,
maybe I won't.
get up and work out. you can work
out more comfortably iIi the privacy
of your own home'-You·may work
out better when you don't, feel
uncomfortable around other people.
It's your own house, and you can do
whatever you want, and that's cool.
Third, it is convenient. Ifyou can't
make it to the gym, just lift your own
weights.
So, I've just confused everyone.
What I've been trying to say in this
and every other article that I've
. written about working out is it is up
to you.
No two people are the same. What
may work for you may not work for
others. There is no right thing or
wrong thing. Articles on this subject
only serve as guidelines and aren't
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WHERE TO GET PUMPED: GYM OR.HOME?
By Jon MinDers would beep me, I had the luxury to .
It's time for' your workout.' Let's choose to ignore it. "Oh, I forgot my
get pumped,lift until our bodies beeper at home, babes.' Did I men-
scream .in pain, and flex to our tion you look beautiful today?" I'd
heart's content. You drank your tell her and all would be OK
favorite supplement, ate all the right ~e gym I go to is pretty big and
foods, decided on a workout plan and there are many machines to choose
now you're ready. So, where do you from, so things don't get repetitive.
workout? The big guys would walk around and
You can work out in the gym, or 'I would see their huge biceps or
you can work out right in your own shoulders and I'd get pumped to look
home. Does it make a difference just like that. When I was at home,
which one you choose? Hell yeah! It I'd look in the mirror and say, "I
is probably one of the most impor- want to look just like that," realize I
tant decisions ofyour workout plan. already did, and stop my workout.
You want maximum performance Okay, I may be stretching it there,
in your workout, .and of course, you but it is true. Other gym dwellers do
want maximum results. ' The place serve a purpose as role models. You
you choose to workout in greatly can walk up to them and find out
affects how you'll perform and what what they do to get calves so huge.
results you'll see. ' They don't bite, and they don't mind
When I first started working out, I . helping fellow bodybuilders out.
bought all the weight equipment 1 Most importantly, there are hot
could. Benches, weight plates, dif- girls at the gym. Are you gorma give
ferent bars, etc. I was set. 1 had up while they walk by? Not me. Of By Kenyatta Pious
everything I needed to work out, get course, I wouldn't over exert myself, . The women's basketball season tency and she will scorch opponents.
big and look good. Most important- but I would never stop in the middle opens this week with a game against Testamark must leave last year's
ly, I could do it in my own home. For of my workout if I saw hot girls all Mt. St. Vincent. Last year the team personal banner season (second
the first month, 1 worked out in my around me. I'd only get pumped up went a surprising 17-8 overall and 7- team and runner-up for rookie of the
house, and 1 could grunt and shout more. "These girls only go out with 4 in the league after being projected year) and explode into the talent
all I wanteaas t-lue-e-da.itTcoutd.-~P---the- big-guys;"-l'd--start-thinkingto to. come in last This ~e-ar.--the... that she is. Testamark is also team
was great, but then I became bored myself. I can't give up and stop Baruch women's basketball team is captain -alief must wean the other
with my workout regimen. workirig out, now. I keep on coming expected to be good. This expecta- players into proper playing regimen.
I was doing it all on my own. No back for more with the exception of tion is good and bad. Some. teams As for Burney, she is this year's sur-
one was pushing me to continue. I the weekends. Nothing can moti- play better as underdogs while oth- prise player and hopefully the expec-
could stop at any time. It was my vate me to workout on a weekend ers falter when faced with the pres- tations of coach Swillinger for her to
own house, so I stopped whenever I unless I missed a workout day dur- sure to excel. defend, rebound and score some
became tired of the 'workout. ing the week. The Stateswomen have no reason points will not fallon deaf ears.
Sometimes, 1 wouldn't work out So, now you know- 1 favor the' gym not to do well. Their core players all As was the case last year, the
again for a month or two, and of any day over working out at home. return from last year. This year's' Stateswomen suffer from lack of .
course this meant I would never be The gym offers so muchmore in the schedule of games, according to sec- able bodies during practices due to .-
as big as I wanted to be. That would way of benefits. ond year coach Rick Swillinger, is personal commitments. It is no
piss me off, so I would once again get First, it provides an atmosphere considerably easier than last year's. secret that a great deal of Baruch's
pumped to work out hard. that bodybuilders excel in. Other Swillinger expects the team to win students work to put themselves
'. 'To Keel? .~yse1f pu~-~·tllur·tin1e;"- people'---working -1)ut·,gets' people·· ..atleast 20. games.. _H.<?-w~yer,~~e through school and this might hurt
I would listen to the radio or waich' pumped-aridgelStliem' 'to work ()lltcoach is quiek-to peintout thatother the. team iIi the long run.':· At the
TV while 1 did my workout. My more themselves-, You meet people teams might have improved as well intrasquad scrimmage, . the
favorite song would come on and I'd who can become your spotters and from last year and that the competi- Stateswomen were very impressive
stop my workout while I sang. After help to keep you pumped. The music tion level might be that much more because they hustled for loose balls
the song finished, and the shouting gets you going and the feeling you increased since last year. and communicated with each other
for me to stop singing stopped, I'd get helps you lift more, work out This year's starting line-up will be on the court. One of the' only issues
get back to my workout. Other longer, and in the long run, get big- Guard Dana Greco, Guard Christine that emerged was that players were
times, I'd get caught up in whatever ger and stay big. Grant, Forward Natalie Testamark,missing open shots which could be
was on TV at the moment. I couldn't Second, working out in the gym is Forward Kathy Kabouris, newcomer indicative of the lack of practice
continue my workout while Jack was a major convenience. Most of the and Center Taletha Burney. -Coach time: _. The penetration by guards
marrying Elizabeth when he really weights are already set up for you, Swillinger and the Stateswomen are and players who can handle the rock
loved Laura, and Elizabeth was with the exception of chest, some happy to have veteran Center like Ricketts and Testamark must
Laura's evil- twin.~ --1- couldn't pay back andcertainleg exercises. The Shynika Ricketts return to the team pick up.
attention to the show if I was work- constant movement of -puIlingone--alter nerhiatus:- Ricketts; the agile n --- ...The.most importantthing js that
inz out so I would wait till a com- plate off and putting another one on leaper and defender, Will playa piv- the women basketball team appears
rnercial break. Add in constant calls is virtually eliminated, so you spend otal role in backing up Burney. to enjoy playing which will ultimate-
from family or my girlfriend and I'd more time working out, not setting It is not alto~ethe~ cle~r how the, ly translate into players pushing
end up finishing my workout at six up. I know for a fact that constant ~~teswomenwill fair this year but and counting on each other to per-
when I started at three. 1 wouldn't setting up of weights gets boring WIth the for m
even feel anything from the workout, over time. help such and a
because 1 didn't strain myself at all. Third, going to the gym increases newcom- season
I felt relaxed from so many breaks. the variety of exercises you can do. ers as with at
What happens when you get home There is no way you can afford or get Forward .: le~t 2~
from school and you are scheduled to all those machines in your home Cry s t al :::dW WIn s ;
work out? You have had a draining unless you're Bill Gates or some- Jeffreys, <.r::::? See you
day and you enter your room very thing. In the gym, you are able to the y ",if' at the
tired. You look at your bed and then vary your exercise program. a great sho~d do n ext
at your weights and then back to the deal and of course this keeps you qUI t e game.
bed. You decide to lie down for a from getting bored with your work- well.
minute to rest up for your workout. out program. ., G ran t
When you wakeup, it's a brand new Catch the message? The gym rsn t has '. ~,
day and time to go to school. Oops! boring. It will keep you going and excelI~nt.,
That's when I decided to join a you can achieve those results you shooting'
gym. I went to the.gym·wfth a friend want to achieve. ' game but.~
and I made friends while working Now, there are advantages to s .h .e ,
out there. Whenever I felt like quit- working out at home. 'Those advan-. needs to:
ting, my friend would insult me, tell tages are the di~advantagesofwork- . devel~,~,
me about how my ex-girlfriend was ing out in 'Ule gym.' . . her m~- :
seeing someone 'better than me and I Firs~ ap.~ foremost, workin:g out at um range
was pumped again. Loud. music ho~e 18 virtually free. Besides the "g a me.
blared through' the speakers, and equipment, there are ~o other and ~ . , ...
there was noway in hell I was going expens~. No membership fees to. ~ 0 r.e - ~'·:~~IiiIr' ~.. -:jji?'... '"
to sing anything with about thirty pay. and~ don't feelyou are wast- 1 m p 0 r -~ "¥JPr -~ • .
huge guys standing around me. ing money if you do DU88 a-day tantly,she " ' . .. .' NOTB:ALLINQt1IRIESABOUT GAME
Another
-' plus comes-:~- -the fact ._Second, _yo~don't have to get has to be ready to·~ Greco WIth DATBS!aNDSITE$C~~~TO
~ . - ._-. . ..- all. ... ...........-:a·ofthe . ~mr"--" ·--ItALPHSIRIANNlONTBEnHPLOOROF .that there are no iAte·_,·.....tiona{JX)m -.I .~,pd walk or.drive the .~ ·..fi.;S;;;...eliOi ~~-7"; - - 'd_ ,-- - .. - -,,-- -- -~ - '-";.'. .' I
__~-.-u_.-_u- . u___~. ....' • '~ ' .. • j~__ needs' Y.to wom on 'mCOD818- 1M 2SK68fkBB~BMM!.Eii. ~,-1274 ,






or fax us @ 212-254-1836
We Deliver Worldwide.
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205 E. 42nd Street, New York [212]-822-2720
895 Amsterdam Ave.• NewYork [212]-666-41n
S4Greeneo , St., New-York [212]-254-2525
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Fares are RT: Do not inclUde taXes.Restrictions apply.
. Are subject to change.
5 E A SON PARTENOPE- Hendel 1730
ORFEO ED EURIDICE- Gluck 1762
IL BARBIERE DI 'SIVIGLIA Rossini 1816
RIGOLEnO Verdi 1851
HAN·SEL AND GRETEL- Humperdinck 1893
TOSCA- Puccini 1900
MADAMA' BUnERFLY- Puccini 1906
THE C'UNNING UnLE' VIXEN Janacek 1924
CARMINA BURANA Orff 1937
& THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS Weill/Brecht 1933
OF MICE AND MEN· Floyd 1969
• new production p
FALL SEASON OPENS SEP 1O-NOY 22. Student Rush tickets must be purchased on day of the
performance at the New York State Theoter box office and are subject to availability, The box office
op~ns at 100m on Monday: through Saturday, and at 11 300m on Sunday. Students must present
valid J.D. when purchasing tickets. Two tickets per student are available, New York City Opera New
York Store Theater at Lincoln Center, 63rd Sf and Columbus Ave '






.. . . AND .LOUD "USIC,
,'··YOU'RE'GONNA,·tOVE~·'. .
THE 'O·PERA.
.T he new N~w York City Opera has a special offer for students who like their entertainmenton the cutting edge. Student Rush is your ticket to an exciting new season of opera at~ew York's most innovative opera ~ompany. This season, you'll enioy six briUiant new
productions. plus rarely performed masterpieces, contemporary works and classics. All at Lincoln
Ce~ter's world-class New York State Theater, where you'll also find convenient English translations
projected 'a~ve the .s!age. And at a cost of just $10 per ticket, City Opera's Student Rush is not only
great entertainment, It s a gre9t deal! ~ .
FALL
Seeking healthy women,
ag~1-32. to donate eggs
to~e-rnJe couples.
$5,000 coritperisat ion
for your timerand effort.
For more information on being
an egg donor. please call
1 (800) 824~3123.
- \
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Treatment cycle monitored at
Reproductive Medicine Associates
on the Upper East Side.
AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN GIVE
THE GIFT OF LIFE.
REPRODUCTIVE M~ICINEASSOCIATES, LLP
58 East 79th Street, New York, -NY 10021
Ass 0 C; ated· wi t ft ,-
The Institute for Reproductive Medicine'










Scott Holloway rising to the occasion
blocked shots, two assists, a
steal and SIX rebounds in 19
minutes of playing time.
According to coach Rankis,
Bernard should have made the
all-tournament bracket, espe-
cially since he shot 80 percent
from the field during the tour-
nament. It is exactly this kind
of play from bench players that
will be key 'to future Baruch
wins, and it was this kind of
play that was key in the
Statesmen's win of the tourna-
ment. The only fault that the
basketball team made was that
they turned the ball over too
much and they had a series of
sloppy. plays that were
unforced.
In related news, Liberato is
the 32nd best rebounder in
Division three basketball at a
9.8 average, and he is ranked
23rd in regard to steals (2.9).
When asked about the overall. - -,.;/ ;-~
performance of the, Statesmen,
Leonard Mitchell merely point-
ed to his Baruch basketball
sh1rfWiill'~e-'mOf£o:-1~~ ,--- ,- -----
"It's our time!!"
John Percodani and Oliver
Verzosa were instrumental at the
point, with a combined 12 assists
and only one turnover. Purchase
was eventually smacked by 35
points, and Baruch went on to
play "against Lehman College in
the championship round.
Lehman was a bit of a chal-
lenge, but Baruch, for once, came
to play. At half time the
Statesmen were up by nine
points. Though Lehman would
cut the lead to three (33-30),
Baruch's two-twa-one press was
too much for Lehman. Led by
Leonard Mitchell with 25 points,
the basketball team got a nice
win over Lehman by 22 points.
Mitchell would be awarded the
MVP award. Scott Holloway and
Joseph Liberato both were
graced with all tournament hon-
ors. The Statesmen had bal-
rIl anced scoring, and looked for
~ each other beautifully on the
~ offensive end.
~ One of the biggest surprises........::.:.: ;a
~ was the performance of Niall
Bernard . who backed Dave
'Thomas and' had ten points, two
NOVEMBER 25, 1998
Baruch played against SUNY
Purchase in the first game.
This game became a laugher as
the Statesmen jumped out to a
By Kenyatta Pious
The Baruch men's basketball




were superb in a tournament that
saw them show opponents just
h ow versatile they really ate.
65-22 lead which afforded the
starting line-up the luxury of sit-
ting out almost the entire game.
CONTACT KENYATTA PIOUS
ticker_sports@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
What's up with New York and
their plans?
So, Bernie Williams gets two
World Series rings, and now it is
time to show him the money, He'll
never get anything else but money
if he goes to Arizona.
Speaking of ingrates, what's up
•..~ .'
By Jon Mirmer-s
Jesse Ventura wins the race for
governor in Minnesota and sud-
denly I hear about him and see
him more than I see my own gov-
ernor. This guy should run for
president before his heat cools
down.
I'm happy to see a man like Jesse
Ventura become a governor. He's
not like other politicians. He's a
breath of fresh: air. We talk about
all the lies that Bill Clinton has
laid on us and we get angry. How
can we not like a man who is hon-
est with us? Even in the days as a
wrestling announcer, Ventura
defied the odds by being honest
and speaking his mind. c
I would trust this guy more than
Bill Clinton any day,
In an era when popular people
have their lives invaded, no one
has come up with dirty laundry on
Jesse Ventura. Can we say the
same about Bill Clinton and that
stain on the dress? So people
shouldn't 'knock Ventura. He isn't
a joke. The other politicians are
the joke.
Check this out. Hollywood
Hogan now wants to run for
President. This isn't a game. It
isn7t fake, - The announcement he
made on Monday Nitro (WCW's
wrestling program on Monday
nights) was real. He feels he is ten
times more popular than Ventura,
and that he could pull it off. Scary
thing is, he might be right.
Though Jesse Ventura has· been
into politics and Hogan hasn't,
Hogan still has a shot at winning.
WCW and Hollywood Hogan col-
lect their paychecks from Time
Warner and Ted Turner. I'm sure
that they would not mind seeing
Hogan lay the smack down on the
White House. He can get all the
financial support he wants, and if
Republicans and Democrats find a
way to keep hirn out of debates, he
can do his thing on three hours of
Monday Nitro, two hours of
Thursday Thunder, and two hours
of their Saturday Night program.
Besides that, he can probably be
seen on CNN, or anyone of Time
Warner's other cable networks.
He tours constantly with the
wrestling promotion so he'll
always reach the masses.
It's a real scary thought, but
wrestlers have a lot of pulitical
power if they want it. Having Ted
Turner in your corner makes
things even scarier. I guess people
were correct in their fears that Ted
Turner would one _day take over
the world.- -Jesse.- Ventura. AS-
governor of Minnesota is cool, but
Hollywood Hogan as President?
That's one scary thought I do not
want to see made a reality.
In other sports related stories:
The Giants lost the season.
There is no way they can make the
playoffs unless major miracles
.occur. I heard they are trying to
sign The Waterboy.
I think Albert Belle can fit per-
fectly in New York. I hope they
sign him. Then when the Yankees
get into a bench-clearing brawl,
Darryl Strawberry won't be the
only one throwing all the punches.
The Steve Phillips plan is sup-
posed to be huge for the Mets. We with K~rl Malone? He's now
re-signed Piazz-a- and L-eiter; -and: --demandinga .tr~d~ when the 10cJt-
now we have Bobby Bonilla. Wow! out ends. So much for team loyal-
Sounds like a busted plan to me. ty. Hate to tell Karl Malone, but
I was wrong about the Jets. I he is one of the main chokers in
think they can win the Super Bowl the NBA final~ of the p~st two
this year. I really do. They'd bet- years. He can t blame hIS team
ter. I can't depend on the Rangers _without blaming himself. Why the
or Knicks as I wait for the Yankees hell would you want to leave- a
to start playing again. I guess team ~ou mad~ the finals with two
that would put this three-year years In a row.
Jets plan I hear so much about out Damn, after all his years in
in the trash. Win the Super Bowl Utah, I thought h~ .~ould have
in year two of a three-year plan. made a great polrtician there.
Guess I was wrong.
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